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Foreword
Judges in abuse and neglect proceedings are responsible for protecting the rights of all parties
before the court and for ensuring safety and permanency for abused and neglected children.
Additionally, the responsibilities must be met in a timely manner by avoiding delays in the court
process.
All participants in court proceedings play vital roles in achieving positive outcomes for children. Timely decisions are dependent on complete and current information about the children,
parents and the specific incidents of neglect and abuse.
Each child and parent is unique. So too, are the facts and circumstances impacting on a child’s
current and future safety.
Child welfare professionals must consistently be sufficiently informed and prepared to deal
with children and parents as individuals. Thorough, up to date information is critical to sound
decisions that ensure the safety and well-being of our children. However, the method by which
the information is processed and analyzed is similarly critical.
This Guide details a process of critical thinking and analysis that will enhance child safety decision-making. “Business as usual” is unacceptable. The Guide’s decision-making framework
requires child welfare participants to establish higher standards for information quality and processing. Judges, attorneys, agency workers and CASAs will be well-served by the principles and
methodology set out in the Guide. As a consequence, child safety outcomes will necessarily be
improved.
HONORABLE JOHN J. ROMERO, JR.
District Judge
Children’s Court Division Albuquerque, NM
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Ever wonder what “parenting classes” have to do with child safety?
Ever wish that child welfare workers would use plain language in describing their
investigation?
Ever been frustrated at a hearing in which the parent has met all of the conditions in the
reunification plan, but the parties can’t assure the Court that the child can be safely returned?
If your answer is “yes” to any of these questions, this publication was written to assist you.
Through a unique collaboration, the National Resource Center for Child Protective Services
and the National Child Resource Center on Legal and Judicial Issues have produced a document which not only answers these questions, but is targeted at taking the mystery out of
assuring child safety.
Throughout the country, child welfare systems are developing or are refining the models by
which they provide child protective services. As these new models are being implemented, they
are impacting other components of the child protection system. Questions are being raised by
the judiciary, by Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA’s), and attorneys. The two most
common questions are: What improvements can we expect from the child welfare system?
What am I expected to do differently in order to meet my obligations to assure child safety?
Regardless of your jurisdiction or your specific role in the system, you will want to be familiar with how these new models of practice work and how they can improve Court practice.
The national experts present a compelling case for a precise and explicit practice model and, in
doing so, share new terminology both in plain language and through case scenarios.
The actual outcomes of cases may differ from one jurisdiction to another as the outcomes are
often dependent on the availability of local resources. However, the decision making around
child safety should be far more consistent than in the past. This publication will go a long way
in furthering the safety of children by prompting specific questions that the Court must have
answered when it is making important decisions.
And as the ultimate decision maker in child welfare cases, the Judge can create an expectation for the kinds of timely and accurate information needed from all parties. This important
publication serves as a guide for how this can happen.
R O M A N A F O L E Y, M S W
Consultant and former Child Welfare Director
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Preface
My own experience as a practitioner in child protection was greatly shaped by the patient
tutoring from the attorneys and judges with whom I worked. While I had learned social work
principles and techniques, the legal community required me to stay disciplined, focused and it
reinforced the need for critical thinking when trying to communicate what I believed was best
for a child and his/her family.
The approach our Resource Center takes in helping child welfare agencies implement standards for child safety decision-making applies these same principles of rigor, discipline and
critical thinking. The structure for decision-making is comprised of the seemingly simple steps
of (first and foremost) understanding the family and then methodically analyzing that family
information to justify each decision. Implementation efforts by child welfare have had uneven
results, but today there is much more agreement than debate about the needed framework for
child safety decision-making.
Another area around which there is little debate is the need expressed by child welfare
administrators for help in communicating with their legal community about their desired
approach to safety decision-making. We hope that having a vehicle such as this Guide rather
than the seemingly polar opposites of a set of statutes and a social work text will foster discussion and mutual understanding between our two disciplines regarding this important
responsibility.
About two years ago, I requested that our Resource Center meet with our colleagues at the
Resource Center on Legal and Judicial Issues. The simple purpose I had in mind was to have
some conversations regarding the fact that we each were providing technical assistance, often
on the same issues regarding child safety. It seemed logical that we should try to make sure we
were saying close to the same thing. Jennifer Renne had a very clear (and not as simple) idea
for what was needed: a guide for judges on child safety decision-making. We knew that child
welfare administrators would find this helpful as well, particularly if we developed a product
that could also be useful for agency attorneys.
The process of developing this Guide has been demanding as our respective ideas regarding
clarity, logic, pertinence and critical thinking were tested. Dedication to the topic at hand and
our respect for each other’s profession led to this finished product. We serve as examples that
the two professions can effectively communicate (and enjoy it as well)! We hope this Guide
assists your legal and child welfare community with that same kind of constructive debate
about what is best, and ultimately what is fair, when deciding safety intervention for children
and their families.
THERESE ROE LUND, MSSW
Associate Director, National Resource Center for Child Protective Services
Director of Program and Staff Development, ACTION for Child Protection
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The need for this Guide became apparent to me years ago when I began my legal career representing children in abuse and neglect cases. While we received extensive training on a variety
of topics, I was surprised that we didn’t receive any training on safety decision-making.
Workers often could not articulate exactly why a child had to be removed, or exactly why a
child was not ready to be returned home. Judges were reluctant to rule against agency requests
for removal, or to return a child without approval from the agency. None of us in the legal
community really knew what questions to ask the workers, or how to analyze the information
we did have to answer fundamental questions such as: Is this child safe? What needs to be
accomplished before this child can be returned home?
When I came to the ABA and gained a national perspective, I discovered that my anecdotal
experience was not unusual. Judges often “rubber stamp” agency recommendations because they
lack confidence in their ability to assess the decision-making process. When cases first come in,
the focus tends to be on the precipitating incident that led to agency involvement. Children are
removed (or left at home) based on very little information. The legal community lacks a framework for understanding the process by which a child is determined safe or unsafe. Often we
don’t even know what questions to ask or what additional information is needed to make such
a decision.
On the back end of the case, there is a lack of rigor in making reunification decisions. The
focus tends to be on compliance with a case plan, i.e. participation in services, instead of on
whether the child would be safe if returned home. Judges rarely identify what needs to change
within the family before reunification can occur. This leads to children either lingering in foster
care, or being returned home prematurely. It also leads to frustration for parents as they are
never quite sure what they need to do or what conditions in the home need to be in place
before they can get their child back.
Having realized the need for such a Guide, I also knew that I could not write it alone. I
needed the expertise of those in child protective services, who have developed, measured, and
tested methodologies for safety decision-making. Terry Roe Lund, from the Resource Center
for Child Protective Services, was the perfect co-author as she has made a career out of developing, training, and implementing safety decision-making models. We have done our best to
keep this Guide simple and straightforward. A wealth of knowledge on this subject exists, and
we have tried to capture the essence of the subject matter while creating a Guide that was practical and useful for judges and attorneys.

JENNIFER RENNE, J.D.
Assistant Director
National Resource Center on Legal and Judicial Issues
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction
Every day, judges and attorneys struggle with
questions such as:
• How do you know whether a child’s severe
injury represents a pattern of dangerous
family conditions or is a one-time incident?
• What criteria do you use to determine
whether a child is safe?
• How do you decide whether to return a
child home?
• What information do you need from the
agency to make these decisions?

Safety planning in the child welfare system is
a shared responsibility, but ultimately the
court must make critical safety decisions such
as whether to remove a child and when to
return a child home. Judges rule on these
choices every day, but often lack a decisionmaking structure, which can lead to following
agency recommendations without a thorough
inquiry. This can lead to an over-removal
problem, rubber-stamping agency recommendations without knowing what’s driving the
safety decision; or an under-removal problem,
leaving children in unsafe conditions, or
returning them home prematurely.
This Guide offers a comprehensive approach
to child safety decision-making, addressing
the fundamentals of safety assessments and
safety planning. It is targeted towards judges
and others in the legal community, but is relevant for agency staff too. When agency staff
expects judges to ask probing, detailed questions, workers and attorneys will come to
court prepared, and will make more thoughtful case decisions.

Safety decisions must be made throughout the life
of the case. Often after the initial removal,
attorneys, caseworkers and judges lose sight
of original safety concerns. Parents, children,
and indeed judges and attorneys, are often
unclear as to what needs to be accomplished
in order for the child to be returned. The lack
of clear standards leads to frustration for families and their attorneys, and causes children
to linger in foster care. This Guide lays out
clear standards, or “conditions for return” that
must be met before a child can be returned,
and provides checklists to assist judges in
making reunification decisions. Finally, the
Guide provides assistance to judges on what
to consider prior to terminating jurisdiction.
The purpose of this Guide is to provide
judges and attorneys with a practical summary about child safety so they can:
• Evaluate whether agency recommendations
regarding child safety are based on sufficient information;
• Recognize recommendations that follow
logical reasoning and analysis;
• Identify what additional specific information must be gathered and reported to
court;
• Have confidence in decisions about child
safety, which will improve decision making
regarding permanency and well-being.

How to Use the Guide
The Guide helps judges and legal audiences
understand the principles of safety decisionmaking. The text contains checklists and flow
C H I L D
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Confounding the language problem are two issues: CPS staff
(child protective services or child
welfare agency staff) frequently
confuse the two concepts which
we refer to as risk and safety,
and use the same words to refer
to each concept. For a child to be
unsafe, the consequences must
be severe and imminent.
A conclusion about safety
means considering:
• how soon something may
occur;
• how severe the consequences
will be to a child;
• how out-of-control conditions are.
A conclusion about risk assesses
the likelihood of maltreatment
and has:
• an open-ended timeframe;
• consequences may be mild
or serious;
This distinction is important so
that the judge can stay focused
on the critical question which is:
Is this child safe?

charts to synthesize the information for quick
reference. The flow charts and some of the
checklists are printed in the pocket part of
the Guide as benchcards. The bench cards are
most useful when the reader understands the
entire framework. Upon gaining a sense of
how the checklists fit into the decision-making process, judges and attorneys can use
them as a tool to make appropriate safety
decisions. The online version of the Guide
provides more detailed explanations of the
core concepts of the Guide, expanded case
examples illustrating key concepts and principles, as well as information to provide a deeper understanding of what goes into safety
decision-making. The online version can be
located at: www.nrccps.org or
www.abanet.org/child/rclji/.
This Guide will not provide answers for
judges and attorneys about where to draw
lines when deciding close cases. It does not
claim to resolve controversial safety-protection issues such as how severe corporal punishment must be to justify court intervention,
and the Guide leaves such issues to community standards and state statutes. A mechanical
or formulaic approach is not realistic because
each case has unique facts and circumstances
that affect child safety. Rather, the Guide
ensures that judges and attorneys have necessary information and they understand how to
process this information to make safety decisions.

A M E R I C A N
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• Risk of harm
• Imminent risk of severe harm
• Immediate physical danger
• Threat of harm
• Threat of imminent harm
Most caseworkers believe it necessary to use
their statutory language, even if there is confusion over how statutory language matches
with the language used in their agency’s
assessment tool.
The critical question remains whether or not
the child is safe, regardless of the terms in
your statute.
Whether or not a child is safe depends upon
a threat of danger, the child’s vulnerability, and
a family’s protective capacity. Each term is
described in Chapter 3 and is part of the following definitions of the safe and unsafe
child. Later in this Guide the reader will see
how our bench cards for decision-making are
based in part on the definitions of these
terms.
Safe child:
Vulnerable children are safe when there are no
threats of danger within the family or when the
parents possess sufficient protective capacity to
manage any threats.
Unsafe child:
Children are unsafe when:
• threats of danger exist within the family and

Understanding the Terms
State statutes use different terms to describe
safe and unsafe children; your statutory terms
may or may not match the words in this
Guide. Many statutes use language such as:

2
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• children are vulnerable to such threats, and
• parents have insufficient protective capacities
to manage or control threats.

CHAPTER 2

Information Drives
Decisions about Safety
Concluding a child is or is not safe is based
on information observed or gathered from
credible sources. The information determines
if threats, protective capacities, and child vulnerability exist. Later in this Guide, when
deciding what to do for an unsafe child, this
information will support those actions too.
The following are six background questions
that should guide safety in each case. The
answers will help the court assess threats of
danger, child vulnerability, and protective
capacities. The information will later help
judges decide what to do about an unsafe
child.
BENCHCARD A

1 What is the nature and extent of the
maltreatment?
2 What circumstances accompany the
maltreatment?
3 How does the child function day-to-day?
4 How does the parent discipline the
child?

the family can mange safety without court
intervention.
Below are six broad questions the court needs
CPS workers and other parties to answer,
thus supporting CPS child safety recommendations. These answers provide the barest minimum information judges need to decide about
safety.

1 What is the nature and extent of the
maltreatment?
The CPS worker should be able to describe
the maltreating behavior and the immediate
physical effects on a child. This answer
includes what is happening, such as hitting or,
injuries. Answering this question also results
in a maltreatment finding. This question is
typically the focus of most investigations.
Explaining the nature and extent of the maltreatment should include:
• Type of maltreatment

5 What are overall parenting practices?

• Severity of the maltreatment, results,
injuries

6 How does the parent manage his own
life?

• Maltreatment history, similar incidents

Without this information, courts can have little
confidence in their decisions about safety.
Judges, attorneys, and caseworkers tend to
focus on maltreatment and exclude gathering
and considering more information. Although
circumstances may initially seem threatening
to the child, continuing to gather information
helps confirm if patterns and threats actually
exist. More information also helps decide if

• Describing events, what happened, hitting,
pushing
• Describing emotional and physical
symptoms
• Identifying child and maltreating parent
However, relying only on the immediate
behavior and its effects is inadequate for
deciding if a child is unsafe or what to do
about it if she is.
C H I L D
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2 What circumstances accompany the
maltreatment?
The worker should be able to describe what is
going on when the maltreatment occurs. This
can help the court understand contributing
factors.
Answering this question includes:
• How long has the maltreatment been
occurring
• Parental intent concerning the
maltreatment
• Whether parent was impaired by substance
use, or was otherwise out-of-control when
maltreatment occurred
• How parent explains maltreatment and
family conditions
• Does parent acknowledge maltreatment,
what is parent’s attitude?
• Other problems connected with the maltreatment such as mental health problems

3 How does the child function day-to-day?
The worker should know about all children in
the home: their general behavior, emotions,
temperament and physical capacity.
Information should address how a child functions generally rather than points in time,
such as time of CPS contact or time of maltreatment.

• Independence
• Motor skills
• Physical and mental health
4 How does the parent discipline
the child?
Have the worker learn how parents approach
discipline and child guidance. Discipline is
considered in the context of socialization,
teaching and guiding the child. Find out
about:
• Disciplinary methods
• Concept and purpose of discipline
• Context in which discipline occurs, is the
parent impaired by drugs or alcohol when
administering discipline
• Cultural practices

5 What are overall parenting practices?
Beyond discipline, the worker should learn
more about parent’s general approach to parenting, and parent-child interaction.
Find out:
• Reasons for being a parent
• Satisfaction in being a parent

• Capacity for attachment (close emotional
relationships with parents and siblings)

• Decision-making in parenting practices

• Communication and social skills
• Expressions of emotions/feelings
B A R

• School performance

• Knowledge and skill in parenting and child
development

• Intellectual functioning

A M E R I C A N

• Peer relations

Answer this question, and include the following information about the child compared to
other children of their age:

• General mood and temperament

4

• Behavior
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• Parent expectations and empathy for child

• Parenting style
• History of parenting behavior
• Protectiveness
• Cultural context for parenting approach

6 How does the parent manage his
own life?

• Judgment and decision-making

The worker should learn how the parents
feel, think, and act daily, not limited to times
and circumstances surrounding the maltreatment. Focus on the adults, separate from their
parenting role or interaction with CPS.

• Home and financial management

• Independence

• Employment
• Community involvement
• Rationality

Discover:

• Self-care and self-preservation

• Communication and social skills

• Substance use, abuse, addiction

• Coping and stress management

• Mental health

• Self control

• Physical health and capacity

• Problem-solving

• Functioning within cultural norms

CASE EXAMPLE

Sufficient Information in Plain Language: What does it look like?
The following information is an example of
sufficient information that can be collected
through interviews with family, professionals who know the family and agency
records. It does not include all the information needed for a court hearing (including
identifying sources of information, dates,
etc.), but is an example of the content
that must be minimally considered to
make good safety decisions.

Maltreatment:
Donna Kazca gave her daughters Natasha
and Esta and sons Simon and Donelo
sleeping pills in order to get them to go to
sleep faster. A prior foster parent who has
remained involved with the family after
the children were returned home last year
said that she was given this information by
one of the children on a weekend she had
them at her home. The children were tested by the pediatrician who found signifi-

cant but non-toxic levels of the medication
in the children’s blood samples. A medical
report with details is provided.

Circumstances Surrounding the
Maltreatment
Ms. Kazca’s 4 children were all returned
from foster care to her on the same day 7
months ago, and the agency had closed
the case until this referral 3 days ago. Ms.
Kazca has been frequently tired and overwhelmed in caring for her children. When
the worker spoke to Ms. Kazca about the
allegation she was very upset, yelling and
crying. She made a threat to leave with
her children if removal became an issue.
She denied ever giving her children sleeping pills. However, she reportedly had
admitted to the foster parent that she was
tired and needed the children to go to
sleep. Ms. Kazca has a history of mental
health issues (bipolar disorder) which may

have affected the decisions she made
regarding the sleeping pills as well as how
she is reacting to the allegations. This is
the only known instance of Ms. Kazca giving the children sleeping pills. However the
circumstances that seem to have influenced her decision to give them the medication (her own fatigue, poor decision
making, and stress) remain. Previous maltreatment has included 2 instances of
overly harsh discipline that left physical
bruising and scrapes by Ms. Kazca to
Simon and Donelo. These instances of
physical abuse were due to her mood
instability (was not on current medication)
and over-reacting to the boys’ behavior.
The maltreatment that led to previous foster care was due to Ms. Kazca’s psychiatric
hospitalization after the accidental death
of one of her children. She had become so
depressed that she was not able to provide even basics for the rest of the

C H I L D
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CASE EXAMPLE
children. The children were fundamentally
uncared for while Ms. Kazca slept and isolated herself from the children.

Children’s Functioning
All the children are developmentally on target. Simon, age 7, is smart and likes to
help when he can. Simon has some significant anger issues that have increased since
the death of his brother (accidental death
approximately 2 years ago). Simon has
temper tantrums where he fights with his
younger siblings or other children. He
throws things and tries to break them.
Simon seeks a lot of attention. He knows
what appropriate behavior is, but when he
becomes upset he refuses to follow rules
and directions. Simon responds well to
redirection when he is out of control.
Physically, Simon is close to average height
for a child his age. Simon likes to take on a
parental and protective role toward his
younger brother and sisters.
In the past year, Donelo, age 5, has become
more outgoing and friendly with both
adults and other children. Donelo used to
be very quiet and withdrawn at times but
has improved a great deal. He is now more
talkative and responsive to others. Donelo
is also smart and likes to be a helper.
Donelo has a history of inappropriate
boundaries with others, asking other children to pull their pants down. This behavior has been decreasing. Donelo gets along
well with other children. He sometimes
plays rough with other children at school
and also gets into fights with his sister

6
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Esta. Donelo is developmentally on target
in terms of height, weight, and social skills.
Esta, age 4, more recently has begun to
look sad or moody. She is not as talkative
as she used to be. She appears to be developmentally (social skills and intelligence)
and physically on target at this time. Esta
has times where she wants to be treated
like a baby and she will revert into baby
talk and actions.
Natasha, almost 3 years, is doing very well.
She is talking a lot now and is potty training. She laughs a lot and enjoys being
around her siblings. She eats well and is
easy to care for. She sleeps well, though
not long. She continues to have a slight
allergy problem which the pediatric allergist is monitoring. Her behavior is socially
and intellectually appropriate for her age.

Disciplinary Practices
Some of Donna’s discipline practices are
inappropriate for the children’s ages. She
has made the children clean and scrub
walls as a form of discipline. She has at
times responded to her children out of
frustration by yelling and cursing at them.
Even though this continues to happen fairly regularly, this is something that she has
been trying to improve. She has also punished the children appropriately by taking
away their privileges for a period of time.
In the past, the children were physically
punished, but this is no longer the case.

General Parenting Practices
Ms. Kazca takes her parenting seriously
and is committed to making sure they
never leave her again. To raise four children alone, she has established a routine
and schedule. However, all of the children
are on the same schedule, which keeps
them up too late and does not include
naps. Although she uses the former foster
parent for respite on many weekends, Ms.
Kazca is often tired and overwhelmed with
parenting. She wants all the children to
demonstrate respect and honesty. She also
encourages them to stick together as a
family. However, some of her expectations
for her children are inappropriate. The children are given more responsibility than
children of their age can handle. For example, they are expected to take care of each
other and are sometimes are given parentlike roles such as fixing lunch and waking
mother up in the morning. She does allow
them to play and be active. Ms. Kazca does
not get along with the teacher and principal at Simon and Donelo’s school and
when in conflict with them, she has not
sent the boys to school for days at a time.
She does not seem to understand Simon’s
behavioral issues (temper and fighting) and
how to address those issues. However, it is
evident that she has an extremely strong
bond with her children and loves them very
much.

Adult Functioning
Ms. Kazca is diagnosed as having bipolar
disorder. She takes medication but still has

CASE EXAMPLE

problems with mood and behavior. On a
daily basis she can be a very calm, kind
and respectful person. However, when
she becomes upset she goes from one
extreme to the other very quickly. When
she has become upset she screams and
cries and at times hyperventilates. Ms.

has a history of suicide attempts and of
self medicating by way of marijuana. She
has a history of reacting before thinking
about the consequences of her actions.
For example, she has tried to get into
physical fights with friends or relatives in
front of the children without thinking

ability as a child. She has difficulty calculating her expenses and expenditures on
her own. She has had reoccurring problems with keeping her bills paid and
doing the necessary steps toward keeping her TANF benefits. Donna does
receive occasional child care help from

Kazca’s response to stressful situations is
improving but she still has had need for
intervention in the past year. Ms. Kazca

about how it would affect them. Ms.
Kazca is lower functioning intellectually,
and was diagnosed with a learning dis-

her family (older sister and mother), but
she does not always use it due to her
frequent conflicts with family members.

The key principle in safety decision-making
is that conclusions must be supported by sufficient information. This information supports the court’s conclusions about threats,
protective capacities, and methods to keep the
child safe. Later chapters in this Guide
demonstrate how this information applies to
decision-making.

The Logistics of Information
Collection/Availability During
the Court Process
A court’s safety decisions can be thorough only if
the agency has had time to assemble comprehensive information. Depending on the court proceeding, the worker may not have necessary
information. For example, at an emergency
removal hearing, the worker may only know
information about the incident last night;
more information will need to be collected.
At this early stage, the agency often will not
have sufficient information to provide a full
picture. The agency does need to present their
reasoning for an emergency removal decision.
During an emergency removal hearing, the

judge needs to hear, at minimum, information
on the extent of this maltreatment and surrounding circumstances.
After that initial hearing, however, the CPS
worker should gather and assess comprehensive information. By adjudication, judges and
attorneys can expect CPS staff to provide complete information. If complete information is not
available, ask the reason, and ask when it will be
available.
Since the agency’s safety decision-making
process is sometimes not consistent with
court timeframes, the court may need to hold
additional hearings after information gathering and assessment is complete. This may represent a departure from many court practices,
where decisions are made with limited information and a belief “this is just the way it must be”
to expedite the case.
ASFA requires the court to make the initial
reasonable efforts determination (reasonable
efforts to prevent removal) within 60 days of
removal, or to make a finding that an emergency at the time of removal made services to
prevent removal impractical. Further, the
C H I L D
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majority of states, whether by statute or practice, make this finding much earlier than 60
days, usually within a few days of filing the
petition. Similarly, the “contrary to the welfare” finding must be made even earlier in the
case, as part of the first court order authorizing removal. The timing of these findings means
the court often has insufficient information at
early stages to make a well-informed decision.
Regardless of when original reasonable efforts
and “contrary to the welfare” findings are
made, the court must revisit the child’s safety
once complete information is gathered and
analyzed. While an emergency may have
existed at removal, later the child may be safe
at home, with an in-home safety plan.
While federal law doesn’t require a subsequent reasonable efforts finding (to finalize
the permanency plan) until 12 months after
foster care entry, the court can rule on reason-
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able efforts to reunify earlier. Once the agency
has gathered sufficient information on the
above six safety-related questions, the court
should reconsider whether the child can be
safely returned home. Indeed, the court may
look again at whether a safety plan can be put
in place to return the child at any point in the
case. If the agency fails to obtain this safetyrelated information, thus jeopardizing the
child’s chances of returning home in a timely
manner, the court may find the agency failed to
make reasonable efforts to finalize the reunification plan. The court should direct the agency
to collect and provide additional information
for an informed decision concerning the
child’s safety, and make a follow-up decision
based on full information.

CHAPTER 3

Key Elements for Safety
Decision-Making: Standardizing
Criteria for Threats, Vulnerabilty,
and Protective Capacity
The First Element:
Threats of Danger

until a more complete picture can be offered to the
court about ensuring the child’s safety.

BENCHCARD B

By collecting answers to the six questions
from Chapter 2, the worker and the court
should learn which, if any, of the 15 threats of
danger listed below are present. At each review
hearing, the judge should ask if, and to what
degree, threats still exist. Often at review hearings, the parties and the court forget the original safety concerns surrounding the removal.

A threat of danger is a specific family situation or behavior, emotion, motive, perception
or capacity of a family member.
These criteria must be present to constitute a
threat:
• Specific and observable/describable
• Out-of-control;
• Immediate or liable to happen soon, and;
• Severe consequences
Understanding what is happening in a family
depends on how volatile and transparent the
threats of danger are, and how difficult it is to
answer the six questions in Chapter 2.
Threats of danger occurring in front of the
CPS worker demonstrate the need for protection and urgent response. These threats are
the basis for emergency removal decisions.
Because little is known, often the only protective action the agency can make is removing
the child. And typically, at the emergency
removal hearing, little information has been
gathered besides the maltreatment.
However, information collection must continue. The protective action, removal, is temporary

Who should be considered when
assessing threats?
Evaluate the child’s safety in his own home. The
threats appeared in the original home, so don’t
be distracted if the child is temporarily placed.
Would these threats exist if the child were now
home with parents?

Unsafe child:
Children are unsafe when:
• threats of danger exist within
the family and
• children are vulnerable to such
threats, and
• parents have insufficient protective capacities to manage
or control threats.

Who are the parents and who is the family?
Consider who interacts or responds with the
child as a parent. So consider biological parents, the sleep-over boyfriend, and live-in
grandmother.
Would these threats exist if temporarily-absent
boyfriend returns home?
You may need to consider more than one household if the child spends time in the home of the
other parent.
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The following list identifies 15 threats of
danger. The different threats of danger may
be present in parental behavior, emotion, attitude, perception or in overall situations.

Threats of Danger
• No adult in the home is routinely performing basic and essential parenting duties and
responsibilities.
• The family lacks sufficient resources, such
as food and shelter, to meet the child’s
needs.
• One or both parents lack parenting knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to
assure a child’s basic needs are met.
• One or both parents’ behavior is violent
and/or they are behaving dangerously.
• One or both parents’ behavior is dangerously impulsive or they will not/cannot
control their behavior.
• Parents’ perceptions of a child are extremely
negative.
• One or both parents are threatening to
severely harm a child, are fearful they will
maltreat the child and/or request
placement.

hurt the child.
• Parents largely reject CPS intervention;
refuse access to a child; and/or the parents
may flee.
• Parent refuses and/or fails to meet child’s
exceptional needs that do/can result in
severe consequences to the child.
• The child’s living arrangements seriously
endanger the child’s physical health.
• A child has serious physical injuries or serious physical symptoms from maltreatment
and parents are unwilling or unable to
arrange or provide care.
• A child shows serious emotional symptoms
requiring immediate help and/or lacks
behavioral control, or exhibits self-destructive behavior and parents are unwilling or
unable to arrange or provide care.
• A child is profoundly fearful of the home
situation or people within the home.
• Parents can not, will not or do not explain
a child’s injuries or threatening family conditions.
For definitions of each threat of danger and
examples, refer to Appendix A, page 55.

• One or both parents intend(ed) to seriously

CASE EXAMPLE

Using the Collected Information to Justify and Explain the Presence of
Threats of Danger in Plain Language

Using the information provided in Chapter
2 on the Kazca family, the information supports the conclusion that the following
threats of danger are present:
One or both prents’ behavior is dangerously impulsive or they will
not/cannot control their behavior.
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While the diagnosis of Ms. Kazca (bipolar
disorder) could be significant, it is not by
itself very revealing. What is more important is the description of how she behaves
and reacts emotionally—not just related
to the incident of the sleeping medication
or how she behaved when confronted. The
information about her functioning (fights

A S S O C I A T I O N

with family and friends, suicide attempts)
and how she reacts as a parent (extreme,
reactive punishments, her reaction to the
school) provides much more information
than a diagnostic label. The lack of control
over her behavior and emotions has serious implications for problem solving as a
parent and reactions to the children.

CASE EXAMPLE

Perhaps in time a change in medication
can control this threat. However, currently
it is operating without anything or anyone
able to manage it.
One or both parents lack parenting
knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to assure a child’s basic needs
are met.

The Second Element:
Child Vulnerability
BENCHCARD C

Recall that for a child to be unsafe, there must
be a threat of danger, and that child must be
vulnerable to those threats. Children are vulnerable because they depend on others for
protection and care. Considering a child’s vulnerability involves both knowing about the
child’s ability to protect himself from threats
and knowing how the child is able to care for
himself. The information (i.e., from the six
questions) that CPS must provide to the court
will help the judge decide on the child’s vulnerability. Criteria to consider include age,
physical ability, cognitive ability, developmental status, emotional security, and family
loyalty.
Sufficient information must be offered to the
court to understand the family conditions
shaping the child’s vulnerability. While the
vulnerability of some children is obvious (e.g.,
an infant), judging and concluding about the
vulnerability of lots of children depends on the
worker or other parties having a good understanding of the child and family.

Information supports the conclusion that
Ms. Kazca is overwhelmed with her parenting responsibilities and (perhaps fueled
by her lack of behavioral and emotional
control) is using parenting methods that
are not just ineffective, but pose danger to
the children. This threat is not just about
the use of sleeping medication.
Information provided shows that children

are up before mom and mom is using very
harsh disciplinary methods. Ms. Kazca’s
poor problem solving as a parent and her
fatigue/lack of motivation could possibly
be managed in time, perhaps as a result of
a change in medication. Currently, however, there is nothing and no one able to
manage it.

Vulnerability must be judged against threats
occurring in a family. Vulnerability is not
judged in degree; children are either vulnerable
to threats or they are not.
If a threat of danger is present, presume the
child is vulnerable, and therefore unsafe. If,
however, the child possesses certain strengths,
then the child may not be vulnerable to that
particular threat. Vulnerability is presented as a
key element of safety assessment because workers,
attorneys, and judges often skip or oversimplify
whether a child is vulnerable to a threat of danger.
For example, a judge may assume the child is
not vulnerable because of her age. An older
child may be unable or unwilling to protect
herself due to fear, family loyalty, or not comprehending the seriousness of the threats.
Assessing child vulnerability is more complex
than assessing age or how bright and articulate
the child is. The analysis should focus more on
ways safety threats manifest in the family and
the child’s qualities that may or may not make
him vulnerable to those threats.
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The following help determine or increase a
child’s vulnerability:
• A child lacks capacity to self-protect

vokes or stimulates threats and reactions
• A child is in poor physical health, has limited physical capacity, is frail

• A child is susceptible to harm based on
size, mobility, social/emotional state

• Emotional vulnerability of the child

• Young children (generally 0-6 years of age)

• Feelings toward the parent – attachment,
fear, insecurity or security

• A child has physical or mental developmental disabilities

• Impact of prior maltreatment

• Ability to articulate problems and danger

• A child is isolated from the community
• A child lacks the ability to anticipate and
judge presence of danger
• A child consciously or unknowingly pro-

CASE EXAMPLE

A Vulnerable Child in Plain Language

Katrina is 13 years old and is healthy. She
gets above average grades and is comfortable talking with the CPS worker and
other adults. She has friends, and can identify a teacher she respects and tells the
worker she will talk with that teacher if
she has problems. Katrina knows protective behaviors and is indignant about stories of people in positions of authority who
harm kids. She knows that if she experienced such behavior (e.g., a coach who
might inappropriately touch her) that she
should and would tell someone and that it
would NOT be her fault.
She has not, however, been able to talk
about coming home and seeing her parents drunk and often in the midst of physical fights. She is ashamed to discuss this
with the worker or anyone else. She has
tried to ignore her parents but is frightened, and she did try to intervene once. As
a result, her father began to hit her and
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she was pushed out of the way by her
mother who then fell and cut her lip.
Katrina felt like it was her fault that her
mother fell.
Although the CPS worker has been able to
understand the nature and frequency of
the parents’ drinking and fighting from the
mother and grandmother, Katrina presents
herself to the worker as someone who is
eager to please, is pleasant and has few
concerns. She is willing to take the worker’s business card when offered.
While the mother has been somewhat candid about the domestic violence and the
frequency that alcohol is used in the home,
she does not want to confront the situation at this time. The police have been to
the home 4 times in the past year. The situation appears to be escalating, in that the
last two incidents have been increasingly
violent, involving more damaged items in
the home and greater visible bruising.
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While Katrina may not be a vulnerable child with respect to her
assertiveness, intelligence, communication skills, these strengths are
likely to only serve her if she is confronted with a threatening situation
OUTSIDE her family. These strengths
do not seem to outweigh issues of
family loyalties, fear of outside
intervention results, shame, embarrassment. In light of the threats of
danger: violence, lack of control on
the part of one or both parents,
Katrina is vulnerable.

How the Judge Can Expect Critical
Thinking in the Courtroom
Regarding Vulnerability
The following are some questions the judge can
ask. The answers can help judges decide if the
child can protect himself from threats.
• Has the child demonstrated self-protection by
responding to these threats? (Self-protection
means recognizing danger and acting to
secure safety for one’s self; it is not calling
911, CPS, or the school after an event.)
• Besides defending herself from threats, can
the child care for her own basic needs?
• How does the judge find this child not
vulnerable given the threats?
• Is vulnerability of all children, not just the
victim, considered?
• Are there issues preventing this child from
self-protecting?
• What plan would this child carry out to
protect himself from threats?
• Can the child describe how she will know a
threatening situation is developing, rather
than recognizing it once it is happening?
• What has been learned about this child’s
functioning? How comprehensive is the information? How much time did the worker or
other parties talk to the child about self-protecting? Is there information about this family
and the way threats operate arguing against
the child self-protecting?
• Are there ways the child behaves and
responds, that escalate the threats to the
child?

The Third Element:
Protective Capacities
BENCHCARD D

Remember the definition of a safe child is
where threats of danger are absent or sufficient protective capacity exists to manage
threats. This section will discuss “protective
capacity.” It will also detail how the judge can
decide that while threats exist, the child is
safe.
Judges should weigh parents’ protective
capacities against existing threat(s) of danger.
Some protective capacities may exist; are they
are sufficient, do parents demonstrate sufficient capacity to control and manage the
threats? When threats of danger exist, limits
and gaps in protective capacity can mean the
court orders CPS to do what the parent cannot. The child may or may not require placement. What substitutes for a parent’s insufficient protective capacity and keeps the child
safe will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Protective capacity means being protective
towards one’s young. Protective capacities are
cognitive, behavioral, and emotional qualities
supporting vigilant protectiveness of children.
Protective capacities are fundamental
strengths preparing and empowering the person to protect.
Information detailing what protective capacities exist should be included in answers to the
six questions discussed in Chapter 2. CPS
workers should inform the court about parents’ observable qualities, behaviors and
actions that makes him or her protective.
All adults living in the home should be
assessed for protective capacities. This
includes adults who do not maltreat, and are
not sources of any threats of danger.
C H I L D
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Determine whether their capacities are strong
enough to control or manage the specific
threats of danger.
Below is a description of cognitive, behavioral
and emotional protective capacities, and
examples of how a parent might demonstrate
these strengths.
The questions that follow the list can help the
court learn about protective capacities, particularly in challenging cases.
The list below is a partial list of characteristics of
protective capacities. For definitions of each characteristic and additional examples, refer to
Appendix B, page 65.

Behavioral Protective Capacities
Behavioral protective capacity refers to
actions, activities, and performance that result in
protective vigilance. Behavioral aspects show
it is not enough to know what must be done,
or recognize what might be dangerous to a
child; the parent must act.
Behavioral protective capacities can be demonstrated when the parent:
• is physically able
• has a history of protecting others
• acts to correct problems or challenges
• demonstrates impulse control
• demonstrates adequate skill to fulfill caregiving responsibilities

Cognitive Protective Capacities

• possesses adequate energy

Cognitive protective capacity refers to knowledge, understanding, and perceptions contributing to protective vigilance. Although this
aspect of protective capacities has some relationship to intellectual or cognitive functioning, parents with low intellectual functioning
can still protect their children. This has to do
with the parent recognizing she is responsible
for her child, and recognizing clues or alerts
that danger is pending.

• sets aside her/his needs in favor of a child

Cognitive protective capacities can be demonstrated when the parent:
• articulates a plan to protect the child

• is adaptive and assertive
• uses resources necessary to meet the child’s
basic needs

Emotional Protective Capacities
Emotional protective capacity refers to feelings, attitudes and identification with the child
and motivation resulting in protective vigilance. Two issues influence the strength of
emotional protective capacity: the attachment
between parent and child, and the parent’s
own emotional strength.

• is aligned with the child
• has adequate knowledge to fulfill
care-giving responsibilities and tasks
• is reality oriented; perceives reality
accurately
• has accurate perceptions of the child
• understands his/her protective role
• is self-aware as a parent
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Emotional protective capacities can be demonstrated when the parent:
• is able to meet own emotional needs
• is emotionally able to intervene to protect
the child
• realizes the child cannot produce gratification and self-esteem for the parent
• is tolerant as a parent

• displays concern for the child and the
child’s experience and is intent on emotionally protecting the child
• has a strong bond with the child, knows a
parent’s first priority is well-being of the
child.
• expresses love, empathy and sensitivity
toward the child; experiences specific
empathy with the child’s perspective and
feelings

How to Decide if Sufficient Protective
Capacity Exists
There is no formula or automatic match of
protective capacities controlling for specific
threats of danger. If sufficient protective
capacity exists, the court must remember that
it has 1) concluded there are active threats of
danger and now is concluding that 2) no further judicial action is necessary to assure safety because the parent can do it herself.
Sufficient information must justify this recommendation. This is not a matter of a wellintended parent wanting to do the right thing
or making a promise. The court must have
confidence that credible information supports
a conclusion regarding protective capacity.

How the Judge Can Expect Critical
Thinking in the Courtroom Regarding
Protective Capacities
The following questions by the judge or
attorney can illuminate protective capacities
even when the CPS worker has trouble presenting relevant and sufficient information.
Answers to these questions should help the
judge gain confidence in deciding about a
parent’s protective capacity. Each answer will
provide information about parents demonstrating cognitive, behavioral and emotional
protective capacities.

Questions the judge can ask:
• Has the parent demonstrated the ability to
protect the child in the past under similar
circumstances and family conditions?
(Behavioral Protective Capacity)
• Has the parent arranged for the child to
not be left alone with the adult/parent maltreater or source of danger? (This could
include having another adult present aware
of the protective concerns and able to protect the child). (Cognitive and Behavioral
Protective Capacity)
• Is the parent intellectually, emotionally and
physically able to protect the child given
the threats? (Cognitive, Behavioral and
Emotional Protective Capacity)
• Is the parent free from needs which might
affect the ability to protect such as severe
depression, lack of impulse control, or medical needs? (Behavioral and Emotional
Protective Capacity)
• Does the parent have resources to meet the
child’s basic needs in light of the other
changes the court is expecting from the
family? (Behavioral Protective Capacity)
• Is the parent cooperating with the caseworker’s efforts to provide services and
assess family needs? (Cognitive and
Behavioral Protective Capacity)
• Does the parent display concern for the
child’s experience? Is the parent intent on
emotionally protecting the child?
(Emotional Protective Capacity)
• Can the parent specifically articulate a feasible, realistic plan to protect the child, such
as the maltreating adult leaving when a situation escalates, calling the police in the
event the restraining order is violated, etc.?
(Cognitive Protective Capacity)
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• Does the parent believe the child’s report of
maltreatment and is he/she supportive of
the child? (Emotional Protective Capacity)
• If appropriate, has the parent asked the
maltreating adult to leave the household?
(Behavioral Protective Capacity)
• Is the parent capable of understanding the
specific threat to the child and the need to
protect? (Cognitive Protective Capacity)
• Does the parent have adequate knowledge
and skill to fulfill parenting responsibilities
and tasks? (This may involve considering
the parent’s ability to meet any exceptional
needs that the child might have).
(Cognitive and Behavioral Protective
Capacity)
• Is there no precedent for the current maltreatment in respect to type and severity,
and does the parent demonstrate appropriate concern and intolerance? (Cognitive,
Behavioral and Emotional Protective
Capacity)
• Is the parent emotionally able to carry out a
plan and/or to intervene to protect the
child (parent is not incapacitated by fear of
maltreating adult)? (Behavioral and
Emotional Protective Capacity)
• If appropriate, has the parent legally separated from maltreating/source of threat
adult and has/does the parent demonstrate
behavior to suggest he or she will not
reunite until circumstance warrants or they
are proceeding with divorce action?
(Cognitive and Behavioral Protective
Capacity)
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• Do the parent and child have a strong bond
and does the parent demonstrate clearly
that the number one priority is the safety
and well-being of the child? (Behavioral
and Emotional Protective Capacity)
• Does the non-maltreating parent consistently express a belief that the maltreating/source of threat adult is in need of help
and does he or she support the maltreating
adult getting help? Is this the parent’s point
of view without being prompted by CPS?
(Cognitive Protective Capacity)
• Even if the parent is having a difficult time
believing the other adult would maltreat
the child, does he or she describe the child
as believable and trustworthy? (Emotional
Protective Capacity)
• Does the parent believe that the problems
of the family (including current CPS and
court involvement) are not the child’s fault
or responsibility? (Cognitive and Emotional
Protective Capacity)
• Does the parent demonstrate believable
self-confidence and independence sufficient
to act on his or her own in the best interest
of the child? (Behavioral and Emotional
Protective Capacity)

CASE EXAMPLE

Examples of Sufficient and Insufficient Protective Capacity
in Plain Language

Sufficient Protective Capacity:
CPS worker contacts a family due to a
report that 5 year old Maquel told his
teacher that his uncle Joaqin lives with
him and that his uncle is in a “gang” and
deals drugs. The CPS worker talks with all
family members, including Joaqin, who is
20, and is the younger sibling of Maquel’s
mother. The worker gathers information
that addresses all of the 6 questions. All
case information will not be included
here. The information pertinent to threats
and protective capacities follows:
• Joaqin is using alcohol and speed regularly to the point where he has dropped
out of school, lost his job, sleeps most of
the day, and stays up most of the night.
He is impulsive and would probably
show poor judgment if left alone with 5
year old Maquel. Joaqin’s choice of
friends is worrisome to Maquel’s parents, Anna and J.T., but the friends do
not come to the house.
• The parents initiated much of the discussion about Joaqin with the worker. They
explained their decision to temporarily
house Joaqin and how they know and
fully understand how this increases their
work to keep Maquel safe and never
alone with Joaqin. While they have strict
rules for Joaqin about no drugs or
friends in the house they are realistic
about the fact that his problems could
escalate and they can’t take the chance
that he will follow the rules.

• The parents were able to describe in
detail the plans they carry out each day
(weekdays and weekends) to make sure
that one of them is always with Maquel
at the house, transports Maquel to anywhere he needs to go, and takes Maquel
with them if they have errands. They
have provided a room for Joaqin that is
away from Maquel and they regularly
check to see that the room is locked so
Maquel does not have the ability to go
in (in case Joaqin has things that could
harm Maquel).
• While they are concerned about Joaqin
and his future, the parents show no sign
of ambivalence or confusion about the
fact that their first responsibility is to
Maquel. They have agreed to allow
Joaqin to stay with them for 3 months
but have told him that there will be no
extension and there could be an immediate termination of the agreement if
Joaqin violates any of their rules.
• The conversation about Joaqin and their
concerns about needing to keep Maquel
safe was open, insightful and the parents also were able to express all of
these ideas to Joaqin in front of the
worker.
• The information collected around the 6
questions (adult functioning, parenting,
etc) provided additional information that
supports an absence of any threats of
danger that would have the parents as
a source; information further supported

that the protective capacities seem credible, realistic, and believable.

Insufficient Protective Capacity:
CPS worker contacts a family due to a
report that the mother of a 3 year old and
a 2 year old tried to commit suicide in
front of the children by stabbing herself
repeatedly. After an emergency hospitalization, mother is ready for discharge home.
Father stated he is willing to assure that
the children are safe. His mother (the
paternal grandmother), he said, will provide assistance when necessary. The worker gathers information around the 6 questions. All information will not be provided here. Information pertinent to the
threats and protective capacity includes:
• This is mother’s 5th suicide attempt in 3
years. The attempts have always been
when she is with the children and they
involve fairly aggressive self-harming
acts.
• Father currently has lost his job due to
a medical crisis that caused him to miss
work. He is therefore currently at home
and available to provide child care until
he finds another job.
• Father worked 50 hours per week during
the previous 3 years, leaving mother in
charge of child care.
• Father states he is worried about mother’s mental health, but is not really worried about her care of the children, say-
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ing he knows she would not hurt them.
• Paternal grandmother, who would serve
to back-up and support father as needed, lives 30 minutes away. She says that
she thinks the mother needs some focus
in her life and shouldn’t be sleeping the
day away. She is willing to help but adds
that providing child care is a good
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distraction for her daughter-in-law.
• Father is cooperative with CPS and says
he will call if he has any problems.

A S S O C I A T I O N

CHAPTER 4

Putting the Information Together
and Making a Safety Decision
Determining whether the child is safe means
considering three elements: threats of danger,
child’s vulnerability, and protective capacities.
This decision is distinct from issues such as
pending criminal charges, understandable
stresses associated with maltreatment, what
needs to happen if the child is determined
unsafe. This specific decision demands a logical, sequential process built on credible information supplied to the judge. Carefully analyzing and applying the three safety decision
elements helps avoid confused thinking and
respects the rights of child and family.

• If threats are present with a vulnerable
child, but sufficient protective capacities
exist, the child is safe.
• If threats are present, child is vulnerable
and protective capacities are insufficient,
the child is unsafe.

BENCHCARD E

An illustration of this process follows:

When sufficient information collected:
Decide if threats of danger exist

Here is an overview of the decision process:
• The court is given sufficient information
about the family (Chapter 2— the 6
questions).
• The court weighs the information against
criteria for threat of danger (Chapter 3 —
15 threats) and determines if one or more
threats exists.

No threats exist: if
protective action
was taken terminate
it; Child is SAFE

Child is not vulnerable to threats:
Child is SAFE

• The court is given sufficient information to
understand if the children are vulnerable,
analyzes it, then determines if they are
vulnerable.
• The court considers the criteria for protective capacities (Chapter 3 - protective
capacities), determines whether protective
capacities exist, and if they are sufficient to
manage specific threats.
• If no threats are present, the child is safe.
• If threats are present, but the child is not
vulnerable, the child is safe.

Threats
Threatsexist:
exist:
decide
decideififchild
child
isisvulnerable
vulnerable
totothreats
threats

Child is vulnerable
to threats: Decide if
sufficient protective
capacities to manage threats exist

Insufficient protective capacities exist
to manage threats:
Child is UNSAFE

Sufficient protective
capacities exist to
manage threats:
Child is SAFE
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CHAPTER 5

Safety Plans
When the Child is Unsafe, a
Safety Plan is Necessary
When threats of danger are present with a
vulnerable child and the parents possess
insufficient protective capacities, the court
decides what will temporarily substitute for
the parents’ inability to control the threats.
These substitute actions and tasks focus on
controlling threats of danger. These actions
and tasks are called a safety plan. A safety plan
ensures the child’s safety while simultaneously
working with the family. A safety plan is different from a case or treatment plan.
Nothing in the safety plan identifies how the
parent needs to change. The case or treatment
plan – discussed in Chapter 8 – identifies
what has to change for the parent to protect
and assure her children’s safety.
The safety plan must meet the following criteria:
• The safety plan only controls or manages
threats of danger. There must be a direct
and logical connection between plan tasks
and the way threats operate in the family.

CASE EXAMPLE

• The safety plan must have an immediate
effect in controlling threats. Strategies
resulting in long term change, such as
counseling or anger management classes,
may be appropriate for the case/treatment
plan but will not have an immediate effect
and do not belong in a safety plan.
• People and services identified in the safety
plan must be accessible and available when
threats are present.
• Safety plans will have more concrete, action
oriented activities and tasks than will case
plans (e.g., providing day care or supervising/monitoring the home vs. therapy or
parenting classes).
• Safety plans never rely on parental promises
to stop the threatening behavior, for example, will stop drinking, or will always supervise the child. Since a criterion for a threat
of danger is something out-of-control, it is
useless to rely on an out-of-control parent
to be in control.

In Home Safety Plan

The mother of two toddlers is extremely
depressed, to the point that most days she
stays in bed sleeping. The children essentially fend for themselves, eating cereal
and playing together in the apartment.
Mother tries to do better but each day her
promises to get up dissolve and the children are unsupervised.

While thus far, the children have not been
harmed, the lack of supervision and provision of basics to the children will soon
lead to serious consequences. The impending threats of danger are “No adult in
the home is routinely performing basic
and essential parenting duties and
responsibilities,” and “One or both

parents’ behavior is dangerously
impulsive or they will not/cannot control their behavior.” The children are 2
and 3 years old, and are vulnerable to
these threats. No other adult caregiver
lives in the household so protective capacities are insufficient to control or manage
the threats.
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The safety plan involves the maternal
aunt coming over each day before the children get up to provide them breakfast, get
them dressed, and transport them to the
daycare center where her own child goes.
At the end of the aunt’s workday, she

transports the children home. Every
evening, the maternal grandmother comes
over to give the children dinner and put
them to bed. On weekends, the children
stay with the maternal aunt.

The Range of Safety Plans
An unsafe child does not automatically require
placement outside the home. Consider alternative safety plans. Safety plans range from
entirely in-home to exclusively out-of-home
care. A safety plan’s objective is to control
threats in the least intrusive manner. Using
respite care or short-term foster care to separate children from threats can be combined
with time at home. When recommending an
out-of-home safety plan, the parties must
inform the court why an in-home safety plan
cannot work. This is the essence of demonstrating reasonable efforts to prevent placement or to quickly reunify.

Safety Plan Actions and Services that Help
Control Threats
Devising a safety plan that is not full- time
out-of-home placement means knowing
about other actions or methods that might
immediately control threats of danger. The
following are actions and strategies that can
help substitute for a parent’s lack of protective
capacities.
Most actions described below do not have to
be carried out by a professional or a paid service provider. Child care can be provided by a
daycare facility or by a church volunteer.
Monitoring whether and how parents provide
2 2
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children meals can be done by grandmother, a
mentor, a family preservation worker or the
CPS worker.
The court should consider including these
actions and strategies in the court order.

Actions and Services to Control
Threats of Danger
BENCHCARD F

Actions or Services to Control or Manage
Threatening Behavior
This type of service in a safety plan is concerned with aggressive behavior, passive
behavior or the absence of behavior – any of
which threatens a child’s safety. Activities or
services that are consistent with this action
can include, for example:
• In-home health care
• Supervision and monitoring
• Stress reduction
• Out-patient or in-patient medical
treatment
• Substance abuse intervention,
detoxification
• Emergency medical care
• Emergency mental health care

Actions or Services that will Manage Crises
Crisis management aims to halt a crisis,
return a family to a state of calm, and to solve
problems that fuel threats of danger.
Appropriate crisis management handles precipitating events or sudden conditions that
immobilize parents’ capacity to protect and
care for children. Examples include:
• Crisis intervention
• Counseling
• Resource acquisition, obtaining financial
help; help with basic parenting tasks

provide respite for parents and children.
Separation creates alternatives to family routine, scheduling, and daily pressures.
Separation also can serve a supervisory or
oversight function. Examples:
• Planned parental absence from home
• Respite care
• Daycare
• After school care
• Planned activities for the children
• Short term out-of-home placement of
child: weekends; several days; few weeks
• Extended foster care

Actions or Services Providing Social Support
These services may be useful with young,
inexperienced parents failing to meet basic
protective responsibilities; anxious or emotionally immobilized parents; parents needing
encouragement and support; parents overwhelmed with parenting responsibilities; and
developmentally disabled parents. Services or
actions include:

Actions or Services to Provide Resources
(Practical Benefits the Family Might Otherwise
Be Unable to Afford)
These actions and services provide unaffordable practical help to the family, without it
the child’s safety is threatened.

• Friendly visitor

• Resource acquisition, obtaining financial
help, help with basic needs

• Basic parenting assistance and teaching

• Transportation services

• Homemaker services

• Employment assistance

• Home management

• Housing assistance

• Supervision and monitoring
• Social support
• In-home babysitting

Actions or Services that Can Briefly Separate
Parent and Child
Separation is a temporary action ranging
from one hour to a weekend to several days.
Separation may involve hourly babysitting,
temporary out-of-home placement or both.
Besides ensuring child safety, separation may
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CHAPTER 6

When an In-Home Safety Plan Is
Sufficient, Feasible and
Sustainable: Reasonable Efforts
to Prevent Placement
This chapter describes how judges decide
whether the agency has made reasonable
efforts to prevent removal as required under
the ASFA regulations. 45 C.F.R. Sec.
1356.21(b)(1). To determine this, the judge
must first decide on a safety plan that is sufficient, feasible and sustainable.
Deciding about reasonable efforts goes
beyond identifying information—the 6 questions, threats of danger, vulnerability, and protective capacities—to determine if the child is
safe. The real question is: will an in- or outof-home safety plan, or some combination, be
the least intrusive approach to keep the child
safe and still be sufficient?
If an in-home safety plan would be sufficient,
and the agency fails to consider or implement one,
then the agency has failed to provide reasonable
efforts to prevent removal.

BENCHCARD G

Checklist for judges. Reasonable
efforts to prevent removal: In-home
safety plans
By asking these questions, judges can determine whether the child can be kept safe
with an in-home safety plan, and if so,
some key components of the plan.

• Once threats are identified and the child is
vulnerable, determine if the family can protect
the child. Does the family possess sufficient
protective capacity?
If the family’s protective capacities are
insufficient, determine what will protect
the child by examining how and when
threats emerge.
• Does each threat happen every day? Different
times of day? Is there any pattern or are they
unpredictable?
• How long have these threats been occurring?
Will it be easier or harder to control or manage threatening behavior with a long family
history?
• Does anything specific trigger the threat or
accompany the threat, such as pay day, alcohol use, or migraine?
Is an in-home safety plan sufficient to control the threats, in view of when and how
the threats of danger emerge?
• Are the parents living in the home, or do they
disappear occasionally?
• Are the parents willing to cooperate with an
in-home plan? How are we gauging
“cooperation?”
• Is the household predictable enough that
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actions will eliminate or manage threats of
danger?

• Are the people carrying out the in-home the
safety plan aware, committed, and reliable?

(If the answer to any of these questions is
“no,” then an in-home safety plan is not
appropriate)

• Are safety plan providers able to sustain the
intense effort until the parent can protect
without support?

What actions or services are required for an
in-home safety plan to control the threats
of danger to the child?

The court is now moving from analyzing if
the family can manage safety on their own
(least intrusive state intervention) to whether

• How often and long would services be needed
(for example, separation: after-school daycare
two times per week, from 3 pm to 6 pm)?
• Are providers available to carry out services at
appropriate times, frequency and duration?

an in-home safety plan involving others will
work (increasingly intrusive intervention). If
the analysis reveals that no practical in-home
safety plan is sufficient, feasible or sustainable,
an out-of-home safety plan must be developed
and ordered by the court (most intrusive).

A note about reasonable efforts findings:
Often in lieu of a finding that the agency has made reasonable efforts to prevent removal, courts will find that
an emergency existed at the time of removal. In these cases, as in all cases, the agency is obliged to provide
reasonable efforts to reunify immediately. The next required reasonable efforts finding under ASFA is a finding
that the agency has/ has not made reasonable efforts to finalize the permanency goal. 45 C.F.R. Sec.
1356.21(b)(2). This finding is required to be made within 12 months of foster care entry, but can be made earlier
than 12 months after foster care entry. 45 C.F.R. Sec. 1356.21(b)(2)(ii).
This reasonable efforts finding may be more meaningful as the court can consider whether the agency has
explored, developed, and implemented a sufficient safety plan. At any point in the case, the court can order the
agency to take specific actions to accomplish these objectives. Failing to follow the court’s order or failing to
develop a sufficient safety plan can be the basis for the court making a finding that the agency has failed to
finalize a permanency plan of reunification. This may be added incentive for the agency to follow up on the
safety plan because the agency will be unable to receive federal funding under Title IV-E unless and until a positive finding is made.
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CASE EXAMPLE

Analysis of the Case Supports an In-Home Safety Plan

Using the Kazca family situation from
Chapter 2 (Answers to the six questions are
on pages 5-7).
• The identified threats are: “One or both
parents’ behavior is dangerously
impulsive or they will not/cannot
control their behavior” and “One or
both parents lack parenting knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to assure a child’s basic needs
are met.”
• The 4 children range in age from 3 to 7
and all are vulnerable.
• Mother is the only adult parent residing
with the children, so there are insufficient protective capacities in the home.
Therefore, children are UNSAFE.

What is the level of effort required to
control the threats? How do the
threats really play out?
• The threats play out in the family as
follows: Ms. Kazca has the sole daily
responsibility for 4 children under the
age of 7, at least 2 of whom have special
behavioral concerns. She is frequently
tired and overwhelmed even when her
mood is stabilized. She takes medication
daily, but at least 3 times a week feels its
effectiveness is diminished when she
finds herself very frustrated, sometimes
angry to the point of screaming at the
children, and in tears. She is administering increasingly harsh discipline on the
children as each week goes by. The children receive significantly long time outs

(including a missed meal) once per week
and must perform rigorous chores
approximately once per week. The 5 and
7 year old fix breakfast for all the siblings daily, waking Ms. Kazca up after
breakfast. Ms. Kazca is tired everyday
and finds herself focusing on how soon
the children can go to bed so she can get
some sleep. Her problem-solving skills
have deteriorated to the point of giving
the children adult sleeping medication so
she can get some rest. While there is no
indication she has given the children
sleep medication before, given the severity of the stresses facing her, further
potentially injurious acts by Ms. Kazca
are likely.

Are the parents really residing in the
home full-time or do they disappear
for periods of time?
• Mother resides in the home.

Are the parents willing to cooperate
with an in-home plan?
• Mother is angry about CPS finding out
about the sleeping medication. Her mood
shifts dramatically while she is with the
CPS worker, and she can rapidly change
from being open and amiable to being
suspicious and angry. However, she does
want an in-home safety plan to avoid
having her children being placed into
foster care a second time. She is willing
to submit to periodic medication checks
to ensure that her dosage is correct. She

realizes that an in-home safety plan will
include people being involved in her life
and coming into her home. She promises
to cooperate with the plan and appears
to be sincere.

Does the household have a relative
predictability to it so actions taken will
have a reasonable chance to have an
impact?
• There is no overly chaotic pattern to the
household to cause concern that an inhome safety plan might have no effect.

Is the household sufficiently calm
enough so anyone going to the home
to carry out tasks or actions will be
safe?
• Violence to people entering the home is
not a concern. The times when Ms. Kazca
did have physical struggles with a relative are not a concern regarding an inhome safety plan: the situation was an
aberration and involved a certain relative
who will not participate in this plan.
Violence is not a pattern of behavior of
Ms. Kazca herself.

Given the picture of how and when
the threats of danger emerge, what
activities can control the threats of
danger, how often will they be needed, and how long will such activities
need to last?
• The actions that would logically con-
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trol the threats are: (1) Behavior
Management, consisting of a mental
health check for medication and mood
stabilization as quickly as possible. The
mental health check can occur only once
or may take several appointments.
Supervision and monitoring of the home
must occur unpredictably (to Ms. Kazca)
at different times of the day, 2 times per
week. (2) Social support to encourage
Ms. Kazca and hopefully to provide an
uplift and surge in her energy should
occur at least 1 time per week. (3)
Short-term separation from the children,
consisting of after-school daycare for the
2 oldest boys every school day; respite
care of all children from Friday through
Sunday 2 times per month; and respite
care for 2 children at a time (alternating
with other 2 children) from Friday
through Sunday 2 times per month.

Are people and/or service providers
immediately available and accessible
to carry out the actions needed at the
level of frequency and duration determined?
• The mental health clinic can see Ms.
Kazca immediately and is available for
timely follow-up. Any changed dosage in
medication will likely take days, weeks
or longer to take full effect. Ms. Kazca’s
mother can come to the home (for
supervision and monitoring) on Monday
mornings, from 7:30 am to 10 am to
check to see whether Ms. Kazca is up
and to help her get up and start her day.

2 8
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The previous foster mother, who has
remained appropriately helpful and
involved since the children were last in
care, can come over on Thursdays with
her own child for a “play date” from 2
to 4 pm and thereby provide supervision
and monitoring. The foster mother is
also willing to provide transportation for
Ms. Kazca to join her Tuesday morning
exercise class (childcare provided on
site), from 9 am to 10:30 am to give Ms.
Kazca additional social support and
energy. The two oldest boys can begin
after-school daycare immediately at
their school, every school day and will
be shuttled home by the school. Finally,
the previous foster mother will provide
regularly scheduled respite for all the
children from Friday until Sunday night,
the first and 3rd weekends. She will provide regularly scheduled respite for 2
children at a time on the opposite weekends. (Note, incidentally, that the cost of
all of these services is less than the cost
of foster care.)

Are the participants in the safety plan
aware of their responsibility in the
safety plan and do they acknowledge
the gravity of their commitment?
• A long meeting to discuss the safety
plan was held in Ms. Kazca’s home and
included Ms. Kazca, the CPS worker, Ms.
Kazca’s mother and the former foster
mother. Each is aware of the threats to
the children’s safety and the critical
nature of this plan and with everyone

A S S O C I A T I O N

else’s precise role in the plan. The school
daycare program is aware that they are
to contact the CPS worker if there are
concerns or they have other information
the agency may need.

Are the participants in the safety plan
able to sustain the level of effort
needed for the length of time it reasonably will take until a) the intensity
of the plan should lessen or b) the
parent should become able to provide
protection without intervention?
• The threats to the children’s safety may
not lessen in intensity for some time.
Ms. Kazca’s medication changes, if effective at all, may take weeks or months or
longer. Parenting 4 children alone is
exhausting even for the most resourceful parent, and 2 of the children can
pose regular behavior challenges. This
safety plan, with its current level of
intensity, could last for a long time. The
foster mother and grandmother know
this and are committed to the plan on a
long-term basis. Neither have other
commitments likely to interfere with
their full participation. Both are committed to maintaining an in-home safety
plan to prevent the children from returning to foster care.

2ND C A S E E X A M P L E

Analysis of the Case DOES NOT Support an In-Home Safety Plan

For more details regarding this case, see
Horan case information, Appendix C,
page 73.
Family composition:
Barbara Horan mother

38 years

Gregory James father of 37 years
2 youngest
children
Kyle James

son

2 years,
7 months

Jesse James

son

1 year,
6 months

Tony Horan

son of
Barbara

15 years

Dylan Horan

son of
Barbara

17 years

• While the father is currently out of the
Horan home, this is a temporary
arrangement that may end at any time.
Therefore, threats of danger must be
analyzed as if both adults resided in the
home. The current operating threat is
“One or both parents’ behavior is
dangerously impulsive or they will
not/cannot control their behavior.”
Specifically, the father, Gregory, is drinking to excess daily making him increasingly unlikely to supervise the children
and to increasingly over-react when difficult situations arise, such as Kyle’s misbehavior when unsupervised. There is a
potential of violence in this home (if
there hasn’t already been unreported
violence) based on the history of both

adults and the high level of stress father
was experiencing when recently residing
in the home.
• The father’s recent arrest and his resulting temporary separation from the children provides an opportunity to determine what additional threats could
become active very shortly if mother
must assume child care responsibilities
during father’s absence. Mother’s long
absences from the home and her tenuous grip on solving her child care problems could lead to a concern that SHE
cannot control her behavior or impulses—namely, her impulse to stay out all
night. It is likely that she would rely on
her 15 year old son Tony for child care,
even though there is nothing to suggest
that this is a realistic plan (or a good
one). Mother now seems easily distracted by either work or social activities
from her role as parent.
• The children are in a household where
either 1) the father is increasingly angry
and overwhelmed and therefore is
drinking daily and fueling his anger
against the mother, who herself is not
modifying her behavior and late hours;
or 2) the father will leave and there will
be no adult in the home to supervise
and provide basic care. All the children
in the home are vulnerable to these
threats, including the two older boys.
• The discussions with Barbara (the mother) show a lack of sufficient protective
capacity to manage the threat of dan-

ger. As mentioned, Barbara herself may
be the source of a threat if the current
situation of Gregory remaining outside
the home continues. The children, therefore, are UNSAFE.
• The threats emerge as follows: Barbara
works two jobs every week day, and is
absent from the home from 10 a.m.
until at least 11:30 pm. At least 3 times
during the week, according to Gregory
and Tony, she comes home between 3
am and 5 am. Barbara also works 3 pm
to 11 pm on Saturdays and every other
Sunday. Most Saturdays, according to
Gregory, she comes home around 3 am.
Gregory comes home from work, relieving the paternal aunt from child care,
around 2 pm (he does not work
Saturdays or Sundays). In the past 4
months he has 3 or more beers before
dinner, another 2 beers with dinner and
often takes a nap with the youngest
children until about 7 pm. Almost every
night he begins thinking about whether
Barbara is going to return home after
work. He gets angry, begins obsessing
about whether she is having an affair,
and begins drinking more, even though
the boys are still awake. His drinking
continues after they go to bed. He usually intends to wait up for Barbara but
most often passes out. The times that he
does stay awake until Barbara gets
home, they get into loud arguments that
have thus far not resulted in violence,
but the arguments do involve throwing
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things around. While Gregory has been
out of the house since the arrest, (the
past 7 days) Barbara’s hours away have
not changed. She has used her sister-inlaw on 3 occasions for all night child
care and has relied on her teenage sons
for the other nights.
• The mother (and possibly the father)
reside in the home and would cooperate
with an in-home safety plan.
• The home environment is not violent to
the point of causing concern to persons
participating in a possible in-home safety plan and the situation is predictable
enough for an in-home safety plan.
• If father returns to the home, the inhome safety plan will require behavior
management including supervision and

monitoring of the home situation every
evening to curtail or mitigate his drinking. It will require his periodic separation from the children in the form of
child care, which will reduce the burden
placed on Gregory and will assure that
the children will receive basic care every
evening, including Saturdays and
Sundays. (The intensity of Gregory’s
obsession with Barbara’s absence
from the home is the reason this
level of monitoring and child care is
necessary. Gregory has no other
diversion and every night follows a
pattern of obsessing about her
behavior, drinking, and getting
angry.)
• If father does not return home, an inhome safety plan should include child

care every day mother works, to ensure
care all of the time she is away from the
home.
• The time of day when child care is needed (whether the father is in or out of the
home) demands an in-home child care
provider for significant periods of time,
including overnights, every day. There
are no relatives or friends who are available to carry out this high demand level
of child care, nor are there professional
child care resources available in the
community. Therefore, an in-home
safety plan is not feasible and an
out-of-home safety plan must be
developed. The agency will try to
find relatives with whom to place
the children to keep them safe.

Safety Decision-Making:
Developing the Safety Plan
through Terminating Court
Jurisdiction
BENCHCARD H

Once the court orders the safety plan, review
hearings continue to address safety and other
issues. Steps to resolve safety issues are
depicted in the chart on the page opposite.
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Out-of-Home
Out of Home
Safety
Safety Plan
Plan

In-Home
In-Home
Safety
Safety Plan
Plan
Continually Manage Safety Plan:
• Plan’s effectiveness
• Communicating
• Coordinating
• Revising as necessary

Decide
Decide
Visitation
visitation Plan
plan
Develop
DevelopCase
case Plan:
plan specify
Specify
what
must change
to
what must change
to decrease
decrease
threats
and
increase
threats and increase protective
(definition
protective
(definition of safe child)
capacities capacities
of safe child)

Establish
Establish
Conditions
Conditionsfor
for
Return
Return
Arrange
ArrangeServices,
Services,Providers,
providers,
Communicate,
communicate,Coordinate
coordinate

Evaluate Progress of Case Plan:

IfIfOut-of-Home
Out of HomePlan
Plan
&&Conditions
Conditionsfor
for
Return
Returnare
areMet
Met
REUNIFY
REUNIFYCHILD
CHILD

Create
Createand
and
Implement
ImplementIn-Home
In-Home
Safety
SafetyPlan
Plan

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Threats Decreasing
Protective Capacities Increasing
Visitation Plan Revised
Reunification
In-Home Safety Plan Revised
Changes Needed in Service Provided
Court Jurisdiction Terminated

IfIfIn-Home
In-HomeSafety
Safety
Plan
Plan&&Sufficient
Sufficient
Progress
ProgressRevise
Reviseoror
Terminate
TerminatePlan
Plan

Continually Manage Safety Plan:
• Plan’s effectiveness
• Communicating
• Coordinating
• Revising as necessary

Case
CaseClosure
ClosureWhen:
When:
Sufficient
SufficientProtective
Protective
Capacities
Capacitiesand/or
and/or
Absence
AbsenceofofThreats;
Threats;
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CHAPTER 7

The Out-of-Home Safety Plan:
Tasks and Responsibilities
An out-of-home safety plan becomes necessary whenever an in-home safety plan is not
sufficient, feasible or sustainable. The out-ofhome safety plan occurs with a relative, foster
home, or other court-ordered placement.
An out-of-home safety plan poses two issues
the court must decide:

diently. CPS, parties, and the judge should
use visits to assess and develop parental protective capacities; this could make the child
safe at home without the state intervening.
Judges should bear in mind why the child had
to be removed when deciding visitation.

1) What kind and amount of contact will
there be?

Visitation should, at minimum,
include:

2) What are the minimum expectations or
conditions for the child to return home?

• Face-to-face contact between child and
parent (unless shown why not) no more
than five days after placement. Contact
should occur weekly and, in many cases,
more frequently.

This chapter will help judges consider visitation and the conditions for return home within
the framework of safety decision-making.

Visitation: Contact between
children and family
Immediate and frequent contact between the
child and parent(s) helps maintain the child’s
identity and reduces trauma. It also influences
future safety decision-making. Visitation is
less helpful to future safety decisions when it
is identical in every case, such as:
• supervised regardless of need for, or level
of, supervision
• carried out at same location, such as the
CPS agency

• Face-to-face contact between siblings at
least once per month.
• Arrange other contacts including phone
calls, letters, email, text messaging, attending church, school and other appointments
together.
• A court order or visitation document, provided to everyone involved in visitation,
specifying times, duration, location, and
conditions of supervision.
• Assure frequency or length of visits will not
be used as punishment or reward, but is a
right of all family members unless child
safety is jeopardized.

• has the same frequency

• CPS will oversee visitation, including logistics, and will ensure the child’s safety.

Cookie-cutter visitation plans often place
needless restrictions on parent-child contact,
and miss opportunities to achieve safety expe-

• Steps to maintain parent-child attachment
and help parents practice or learn greater
protective capacity.
C H I L D
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• Dates when visitation terms will be routinely reviewed.
• Ideally, visits will take place in the foster
home providing a more natural setting and
letting the foster parent model parenting
techniques.

Determining Visitation:
Checklist for Judges

deteriorating during visits so threats of
danger must be reconsidered?
• Is allowable contact spelled out, including
email, text messages, and phone?
• Is there reason not to include parents at
appointments, school, and church events?
• Are the requirements and logistics for visits
and contacts provided in writing to parents
and other visitation participants? Are they
clear to all, not just legal parties?

BENCHCARD I

• Organize visits to occasionally allow parents to learn or practice the protective
capacities they lack. Can visit length and
location help make this happen?
• Arrange visits so CPS or another service
provider can evaluate whether parents’ protective capacities are improving. Can visit
length and location help with this?
• Reasons visits may or may not be supervised are based on:
• Threats of danger: some threats may be
more difficult to manage without supervision than others. Unmanageable threats
may include violence, child’s intense
fears, premeditated harm, extreme negative perception of the child, and likelihood of fleeing with the child.
• The volatility of the threat and how difficult it would be to manage without
supervision. Analyze volatility by considering when and how the threats emerge,
parent’s impulsivity, whether home environment is unpredictable, or safety could
be maintained only through 24 hour inhome help.
• Whether significant information is lacking about the parent, due to parent
unwillingness or other obstacles.
• Are parent’s or children’s functioning
3 4
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• Are participants clear that visits will not be
used as punishment or reward?
• Set dates when visitation terms and contacts will be reconsidered.

Conditions for Return:
Establishing Clear Objectives
Conditions for return are what must happen
for the child to return home. The judge and
CPS must be clear on what these conditions
are, and this information must be provided to
parents. This is consistent with federal law
requiring the court to hold annual permanency hearings (administrative reviews every six
months), and determine:
• Safety of the child;
• Continuing necessity for and appropriateness of the placement;
• Extent of compliance with the case plan;
• Extent of progress which has been made
toward alleviating or mitigating the causes
necessitating placement in foster care, and
• A likely date by which the child may be
returned to and safely maintained in the
home or placed for adoption or legal
guardianship. 42 U.S.C. 675(5)(B).
Having unclear, imprecise, vague conditions
for the child’s return produces bad outcomes.

Parents being confused about what they must
do or accomplish creates barriers to the child’s
safe and timely return. Failing to identify and
explain conditions for return leads to lower
rates of reunification.
Some courts and agencies decide to reunify
based entirely on parents following case plan
requirements such as attending service classes,
or appointments. More important is whether
parents participating in classes or counseling
changes their skills, behavior, attitudes, and
conditions that brought the family before the
court. Perfect attendance may do nothing to
make the home safe. Or a parent may not
attend services and yet still satisfy conditions
for return.
The judge can use the safety decision-making
process as the logical foundation for identifying conditions for return. Conditions for
return are the benchmarks for reunification.
Conditions for return should be detailed in a
court order, including the circumstances that
must exist within a child’s home before that
child can return. Circumstances should

include, for example, the parents’ behaviors,
skills, understandings, emotions, and attitudes
as well as other conditions that must be met.
The conditions for return, as stated in the
court order, will be used by the court, CPS,
the attorneys and others in the decision-making process as benchmarks guiding feasibility
of reunification. These benchmarks guide
services, provide clarity for parents, and help
parties focus on whether safety can be achieved
in the home, not whether treatment programs
were completed or treatment goals accomplished.
Using Safety Related Information and Logical
Decision-Making when Establishing
Conditions for Return
Conditions for return are based on what is
needed for the child to be safe, with a sufficient, feasible and sustainable in-home safety
plan. What happens when threats of danger
and gaps in protective capacities have been
identified, and an analysis shows an in-home
safety plan is insufficient? Knowing why an
in-home safety plan cannot work suggests

One example:
One or both parents lack parenting knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to assure a child’s
basic needs are met.
Bryan and Sheila are the 19 year-old parents of a newborn. Both adults are limited intellectually and
socially immature. They lack fundamental knowledge and skills needed in providing basic care to the
infant (i.e., food, clothing, protection). In addition to the basic care problems, they mishandle the
child and behave toward her like she is a doll.
Conditions for Return:
• A person with suitable knowledge and skill to meet the basic care needs of Heather is present in
the home every day to help care for her.
• Bryan and Sheila agree to accept help in learning how to care for and physically handle the child.
• Bryan and Sheila demonstrate the ability to handle Heather gently, carefully and understand the
importance of doing so.
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what circumstances or conditions must change
for the child to return. What must change in
the home to be safe now becomes the condition for return.
Can Return Be Made Safe?
Conditions for return should not be confused
with long-term service needs or what must
change over time. It is not necessary to wait
until the family is able to protect the child before
returning the child home. Threats of danger do
not have to be eradicated — they need to be
controlled — before children can be reunified
with families. Likewise, parents do not have to
CASE EXAMPLE

1. Specific threats of danger
• One or both parents’ behavior is
dangerously impulsive or they will
not/cannot control their behavior.
• No adult in the home is routinely
performing basic and essential parenting duties and responsibilities.
• One or both parents lack parenting
knowledge, skills, and motivation
necessary to assure a child’s basic
needs are met.
• A child is profoundly fearful of the
home situation or people within the
home.
Mom’s substance use has relapsed; she is
leaving the children (ages 4 and 10) alone
frequently, almost every night, often all
through the night; she is unable to control
her behavior; no other adult lives in the
home to manage and provide basics for
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Specify the people, behaviors, and circumstances (including alternatives and options)
that, if in place and active, would resolve why
an in-home safety plan was insufficient.
For additional examples of conditions for return,
refer to Appendix D, page 77.

What Conditions for Return Should Look Like

Note: Not all case information is presented
in this example, but essential contextual
information is provided.
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change before children can be reunified. When
deciding to return a child, focus on whether
return can be made safe, not on parents complying, completing or even improving with treatment.

children. Children are fearful for themselves and for mom. Mom believes the 10
year old is responsible and can stay home
alone through the night with her brother.
The children are terrified when they are
left alone. Mom’s love and attachment to
the children are not sufficient to compensate for her personal needs.
2. Why the analysis showed an inhome safety plan would not work:
Mom denies that her lifestyle and behavior
is a problem or a threat to the children’s
safety; she does not see or accept that the
children are in danger; she knows the children are afraid; she avoids CPS and her
extended family and sees them as interfering in her life; all indications are that she
would block the presence of any people
who would be part of an in-home safety
plan; her behavior that poses the greatest
threats (lack of control over impulse to go
out to get high, leaving the children unsupervised) occurs mostly at night, almost

A S S O C I A T I O N

every night and often all through the
night. A high intensity of actions to control
for these threats would be necessary and
are not available. This is the justification
for the development of an out-of-home
safety plan.

B. Conditions for Return
1. Circumstances that must exist & be
sustained within family/household
including time provisions
• A responsible adult in the home provides general care assuring the children’s basic needs are met during after
school hours, evenings, weekends, and
holidays.
• A responsible adult in the home provides supervision for the children at all
times the children are home, including
after school and weekends.
• A responsible adult can be immediately

CASE EXAMPLE

available when the mother is there but
unable to care for the children.
• The children are safe, secure, and not
afraid.

able, the conditions for return
address:
•

Someone needs to be there at any
time mom is gone or is home but
incapacitated, and that the actions
are such that the children’s fear is
no longer present.

•

Mom doesn’t have to be “all better” for her children to return
home, but given her evasiveness
and the impact of her substance
abuse on her impulsiveness, she
will need to demonstrate a genuine ability to restrain her behavior to the extent that she can
secure child care (and wait for it)
before going out. She will also
need to demonstrate openness to
having people in her life, “knowing her business” in order for an
in-home safety plan to be
workable.

2. Behavior that must exist & be sustained within family/household including time provisions
• Mom demonstrates some awareness of
the effects her lifestyle and choices have
on her children’s safety.
• Mom accepts and seeks out support and
assistance related to caring for and
supervising the children.
• Mom demonstrates the ability to control
her behavior as evidenced by restraint in
use of substances and not leaving the
home under unplanned circumstances
without reliable child care.
• Mom convincingly demonstrates her
recognition of the need for an in-home
safety plan when the children return
home.
• Mom shows her willingness for people
and service providers to assist her and
enter her household as they carry out
the actions necessary for a successful inhome safety plan.

Discussion: some noteworthy points
about conditions for return as demonstrated in the example:
• Looking at a) what the threats are;
b) how often, intensely, etc. they
emerge; and c) why an in-home safety plan was thought to be unwork-

•

As a condition which should
always be considered whenever a
child has been placed to assure
safety, Mom has to agree that at
reunification an in-home safety
plan will be implemented and she
has to agree to its level of
intensity.

Conditions for return can and should
have specific behavioral change: concrete behavior changes should demonstrate that Mom has gained at least
some limited restraint about her use of
drugs so she will call a child care
provider before going out.

Non-exhaustive examples:
• She should first demonstrate
restraint in her drug usage in other
kinds of settings: should show she
can put off getting high during gradually increasing amounts of visitation; should be able to talk about
what she used to do, how that
threatened the children’s safety, and
what she will do now; should clearly
know the available options for childcare; should discuss the arrangements with day care providers; and
should be making gains in substance
abuse treatment service (if participating) – thus, providing credible
information that she is reducing her
drug use.
The sometimes controversial point as
demonstrated in this example:
• Parents do not have to complete
treatment to meet conditions for
return. The threshold for what constitutes the need for out-of-home
care is applied again when looking
at returning children: How can the
children be safe with an in-home
safety plan? What circumstances and
behaviors need to be present for an
in-home safety plan to be sufficient,
feasible and sustainable?
Finally: Conditions for return always
include a provision for the parent’s
willingness and acceptance for a court
ordered in-home safety plan when
return of the child occurs.
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Checklist for Judges. Establishing
Conditions for Return
The judge should expect CPS and the legal parties to use the following process to identify the
conditions for return to include in the court’s
order. (The following builds on the decision
process needed to determine whether to remove
a child from home, as discussed in Chapter 6.)
• Carefully review exactly why an in-home safety plan was originally determined to be insufficient, unfeasible or unsustainable.
• Ask the following questions regarding each
threat of danger (including any new threats
that may have emerged):
• How does the threat emerge, including its

intensity, frequency, duration, etc?
• Can it be controlled with the children in the

home and, if so, how?
• Can anyone substitute for the parent within

the home to provide sufficient protective
capacity to assure control of the threat of
danger?
• Based on the answers to the above questions,
discuss what is needed to control threats of
danger. Referring to the analysis that led to
the original decision that an in-home safety
plan would not work, identify what circumstances must be different. Answer the following questions (discussed more fully in
Chapter 6):
• Were the parents’ capacity, attitude, aware-

ness, etc. factors in the original decision
that an in-home safety plan would be
insufficient?
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• Do any of these factors need to change

before the child can return home with an
effective in-home safety plan?
• What is the potential for other threatening

parents or persons leaving home?
• Specify the acceptable people, behaviors, situations, and circumstances (including alternatives and options) that, if in place and active,
would resolve the reasons an in-home safety
plan was originally determined to be insufficient.
• Always include as a condition for return that
the family agree to a court-ordered in-home
safety plan.

CHAPTER 8

The Court-Ordered Case Plan
The case plan is different from the safety plan
in two respects:
• It details what must change to be “successful,” such as terminating court jurisdiction;
(versus an in-home safety plan detailing
what must be controlled for the child to be
placed at home).
• Its effect can be achieved over time (versus
a safety plan day-by-day controlling threats
of danger).
Federal and state laws and policies specify
requirements for case plans (including
requirements about the child and foster
parents).
This chapter shows judges and advocates how
to determine whether a case plan recommended by the parties a) is consistent with
federal safety requirements; b) is consistent
with a logical process for safety decisionmaking; and c) has a high likelihood of
achieving “success.”
Federal Foster Care Requirements: Titles IVB and IV-E of the Social Security Act, as
Amended by the Adoption and Safe Families
Act (ASFA)
When children are deemed unsafe and are
placed out-of-home to assure safety, ASFA
says the following about case plans:
Excerpt from ASFA
SEC.475. [42 U.S.C. 675] as used in this part or
part B of this title:
(1) The term “case plan” means a written document which includes at least the following:
(B) A plan assuring that the child receives safe

and proper care and that the services are provided to parents, child and foster parents in order
to improve conditions in the parents’ home,
facilitate return of the child to his own safe
home (emphasis added)
and
(5) (B) the status of each child is reviewed periodically but no less frequently than once every
six months by either a court or by administrative
review…in order to determine the safety of the
child, the continuing necessity for and appropriateness of the placement, the extent of compliance with the case plan, and the extent
of progress which has been made toward
alleviating or mitigating the causes necessitating the placement (emphasis added)

The case plan should contain a logical strategy for addressing the reasons the court
became involved: threats of danger to the
child and parents’ insufficient protective
capacity.
Federal law also establishes time limits for
children in an out-of-home placement. These
time limits make it essential that:
• The case plan lays out an effective and
expedient strategy to prepare parents to
ensure children’s safety; and
• Progress under the case plan is evaluated
frequently and revised when needed.
The case plan outcome should be a home
environment with no threats of danger or, at
least, sufficient protective capacities to manage such threats. The case plan should include
goals, tasks, and timetables for services faciliC H I L D
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tating changes: eliminate specific threats of
danger and develop protective capacities
regarding threats.
Again, keep in mind that while the case plan
should reduce threats of danger over time, the
safety plan, out-of-home or in-home, ensures
the child’s safety now. While the case plan
and safety plan may be written in the same
document, it is helpful to keep their purposes
distinct.
Note that a case plan covers more than safety
outcomes; it also outlines how to get children’s needs met. This Guide only addresses
safety aspects of case plans.

Increasing the Case Plan’s
Likelihood for Success
BENCHCARD K

The judge should consider:
• Does the case plan include goals or tasks
addressing changes in behaviors, commitments, and attitudes related to safety?
Listing services people must attend, directing them to “follow all treatment recommendations,” does not allow the court to
measure progress, only to measure attendance or participation.
An example: “Alan will demonstrate an ability
and willingness to delay his own needs to provide food, supervision, and attention for his
daughter Kayla.”
• Does the case plan follow logically from
the threats and gaps in protective capacities
in the home? Be precise when detailing a
case plan’s strategy, and specify what must
change.
• Does the case plan duplicate the safety
plan? If yes, one plan (or both) is not ful4 0
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filling its purpose. A case plan does not
replace the safety plan, nor is it a duplicate.
These plans work concurrently. The case
plan works on changing things so the parents, in time, can keep their child safe
without the court intervening; while the
safety plan, in or out-of-home, helps control things now so the child stays safe from
threats.
• Does the case plan target issues that influence threats of danger? Does it target conditions interfering with parent protective
capacity? Some parents must deal with
their own experiences of being victimized
to develop protective capacities. Some
mental health issues make a parent so illprepared for being protective that those
issues must be addressed first. A case plan
calling for the parent to “learn about child
development” will fail if it does not address
these crucial problems.
• How do parents react to the case plan? An
experienced judge knows how to gauge a
parent’s hope, fear, or remorse.
• Does the case plan focus on reducing
threats without also increasing protective
capacities? The family has the best chance
for success if they reduce threats and
increase protective capacity. Compare the
benefits of a) having a single mother end
her live-in relationship with her boyfriend
who physically abused her and her child;
and b) helping that mother develop her
alertness to danger and willingness to put
her child first. If the first succeeds, one
threat is eliminated. If the second succeeds,
future threats will be managed by the
mother. Both strategies can be in the case
plan. Focusing solely on reducing threats,
while more obvious, will likely limit longterm success.

CASE EXAMPLE

What a Safety Related Case Plan Looks Like

Note: not all information will be provided in
this sample excerpt of a case plan. Goals,
services related specifically to the children’s
treatment needs, the foster parent, permanency planning requirements, etc. would
also be included in a complete case plan.
What follows is an example of a strategy that
involves increasing protective capacities and
decreasing threats of danger. (Of course, real
case plans may follow other formats.)

Family Composition:
Mother: Jennifer, age 21
Children: Ashante, age 4; Anijah, age 2,
and Richard, age 8 months
Specific Threats:
The parent’s behavior is dangerously
impulsive or she will not/cannot control her behavior.
In attempting to discipline the children, the
mother lost her temper and ended up
injuring Anijah’s face with a broken broom.
Although the mother was upset over the
injury, she acknowledged that she felt that
she was unable to control herself and
unable to prohibit herself from hurting the
children. The mother’s general pattern of
responding to problems and difficulties
appears impulsive and short sighted, and
at the time she is unaware of how her
actions may result in serious harm to her
children. The mother reports a history of
“problematic relationships” with men
characterized by verbal arguing and physical altercation, which she herself sometimes instigates. The mother has a previous
charge of disorderly conduct to which she

pleaded no contest. The mother’s lack of
foresight (“present-mindedness”) and
impulsive behavior coupled with numerous
sources of stress limit her ability to manage her own behavior to keep from injuring the children.
The parent lacks parenting knowledge,
skills, and motivation necessary to
assure the children’s basic needs are
met.
The mother has difficulty establishing and
applying consistent routines and rules for
the children. She lacks planning and foresight in her care and discipline of her children. She has unrealistic expectations
regarding the children’s behavior, specifically feeling that the children are capable
of managing themselves. These views, in
effect, place the children in danger. She is
unhappy in the parenting role. This compounds her feelings of stress and contributes to her outbursts toward the children.
The family does not have or use
resources necessary to assure a child’s
basic needs.
The mother is unable to meet the children’s basic needs for food, clothing, stable shelter, and medical treatment. This
inability is due in part to her poverty, limited education, and lack of self discipline,
and lack of job skills. It is also due to the
mother’s lack of planning, forethought,
and effort to take necessary steps to provide for the needs of the children.
Currently the mother is unemployed and

she is reluctant to seek employment.
Mother has a longstanding history of
dependence on others: boyfriends and relatives meet her needs and makes decisions
based on the crisis of the moment. The
mother’s lack of planning has caused her
increased stress; feeling of being trapped
and isolated; inability to maintain stable
housing; inconsistency in providing for the
children’s food, shelter, and medical care;
and impulsiveness in her care of the
children.

CASE PLAN (CHILD CURRENTLY IN
FOSTER CARE)
Case Plan Strategy or Objective:
By focusing on enhancing specific parent
protective capacities that Jennifer lacks,
and by using appropriate services to help,
Jennifer will become able on her own to
manage her behaviors or other issues that
are causing the threats to the children.
Case Plan Goals:
Jennifer can effectively think through,
develop and discuss realistic long term
plans for assuring the protection and basic
needs of the children; she is proactive in
seeking help; she anticipates problems and
is solution focused in her response.
Jennifer is creative and adaptive as a parent as evidenced by being able to adjust to
changes in her life; and she makes reasonable choices to effectively deal with the
challenges facing her and her children.
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Jennifer is able to cope with stresses and
is determined to see plans through in
order to manage her life and care for her
children.
Jennifer can control her emotions and
behavior; she is tolerant when dealing
with the children; and is able to consistently manage their behavior in ways that
are helpful to them and to her.
Jennifer uses resources necessary to meet
the children’s basic needs and is thoughtful about how best to use resources to
assure the long terms care of the children
(i.e. stable housing, food, and clothing).

Services to Help Achieve Goals:
Individual therapy, 1x per week, with
Jane Doe, Ph.D.
Home management skill building, 2x
per month, with DSS parent aide and
1x/month with CPS worker
Employment and Housing Assistance,
18 sessions beginning 12/1, with DSS economic assistance program
Support Group for Adults Who Were
Victims as Children, 1x per week, at
mental health clinic

Case Management Responsibility:
CPS social worker will help enroll Jennifer
in the above services and resources. The
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worker will coordinate and communicate
with all parties to routinely evaluate the
progress of the case plan goals and notify
the court of any significant events or need
for revision.

Progress Evaluation Timeframe:
Every 90 days the CPS worker will consider
Jennifer’s progress and make adjustments
as needed. The CPS worker’s sources for
information regarding Jennifer’s progress
will be from Jennifer herself, the CPS worker’s own observations, the parent aide, Dr.
Jane Doe, the mental health clinic support
group facilitator, and Jennifer’s economic
assistance worker.

CHAPTER 9

Evaluating Progress Using
Safety Criteria
As the example in Chapter 8 illustrates,
progress towards achieving case plan goals
will be measured in behavioral, emotional,
and mental health changes. Simply measuring
attendance, or participation, in services is
insufficient. The judge can order that progress
is evaluated frequently, far more often than
twice per year.
When children are unsafe and a safety plan is
active, the judge must evaluate progress during the review hearing no matter how many
other many issues need to be resolved. The
judge evaluates progress to determine
whether:
• The safety plan and case plan are
appropriate;
• Services, actions, tasks and responsibilities
are being carried out according to plan;
• Parents and others are participating according to commitments made in both plans;
• Progress is occurring;
• Conditions for return have been met; and
• The safety plan or case plan must be modified or revised.
If the judge raises these issues in every hearing, it can influence how diligently the parties
meet their case plan responsibilities. The
judge’s influence is often critical to achieving a
safe home for the child and a successful plan.
Judges and attorneys should focus on critical
safety issues. This focus can help deter parties
from overemphasizing attending services and
can avoid confusing child well-being, such as

appropriateness of the child’s education while
in care, with child safety.
Safety-related questions, in sequence, for judge
to consider:
• What do parties know about child safety
issues, including progress under the case
plan? Are the six questions (Chapter 2) about
the family being answered today with current
information? Can they be answered with
credible information free from bias?
• What is the status of the threats of danger and, what, if any additional threats of
danger have emerged? Does information
suggest threats are diminishing or emerging
differently? Ask for information about each
original threat. What, if any, information has
come forth concerning new threats of danger?
• What is the status of parent protective
capacities? Have the parents demonstrated
enhanced capacity? Will parents protect without intervention? Has there been any change
in their willingness, awareness, and ability to
protect the child from threats of danger?
Judges should get information about each
protective capacity identified in the case plan.
• Are there differences of opinion among
the parties? Learn why differences are present. Resist listening to one opinion or relying
on the most credentialed “expert.” Challenge
the parties to reconcile differences of opinion
and consider their rationales.
• Have conditions for return been met?
This question must be asked, regardless of
how well treatment is or is not progressing.
C H I L D
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Resist “raising the bar” by having higher standards for returning the child than removing the
child. Is an in-home safety plan now sufficient,
feasible, and sustainable until the parent is able
to protect the child without help?
• Can the in-home safety plan be revised
to be less intrusive? The answer to this question depends upon how threats are emerging,
any changes in parent awareness, and parents
acknowledging a safety plan is important and
necessary.

•

Does the parent want the same changes as
the parties?

•

Does the lack of progress affect permanency
issues if an out-of-home safety plan is in
effect? There is a solid link between safety
outcomes and permanency, with one influencing the other. Consider how long it will take
for the conditions for return to be met – and
how long it is reasonable to continue working
on the reunification goal.

• If there has been little progress,
consider:

CASE EXAMPLE

•

Does the case plan contain the right
strategies?

•

Are the services and/or the providers appropriate for the task?

Safety-Related Portions Regarding Case Plan Progress

The following case evaluation information
relates to a family of a single mother with a
daughter, age 7. There is an out-of-home safety
plan in place. Only safety related case information is provided here. This is an evaluation
made 90 days after the case plan was ordered.

Case Plan Start Date: October 31
Date of this Case Plan Evaluation: January
25th
Anticipated Date of Next Case Plan
Evaluation (90 days): April 25th
Sources of information for the Case Plan
Evaluation:
1. Angela Russell, mother
2. Angel Russell, daughter
3. Amy Johnson, Foster Mother
4. Eugene Christianson, Therapist
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Section II. Safety Re-Evaluation
A. Current Status of Threats of Danger
The family situation results in no adult in
the home routinely performing basic and
essential parenting duties and
responsibilities.
One or both parents’ behavior is dangerously impulsive or they will not/cannot
control their behavior.
One or both parents lack parenting knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to
assure a child’s basic needs are met.
B. Description of the Impending
Threats and how they currently
Emerge:
There remains significant concern regard-
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ing Angela’s ability to adequately supervise Angel and manage her behavior. While
Angela continues to deny that substance
usage is a problem, she has had several
“dirty” UAs (analysis of urine to discover
whether there is proof of recent drug or
alcohol use) since the implementation of
the case plan. Angela’s depression appears
less intense than before, but she apparently continues to use drugs to stave off further depression. Her sporadic use of drugs
coupled with her “on and off again”
involvement with friends who reinforce her
substance abuse show that she remains
unable to provide a consistent and safe
home for Angel.

CASE EXAMPLE

Section III. Parent Protective Capacity
Measure
Identify what progress has been made
toward enhancing parent protective capacities:
Protective Capacity Goal #1: Ms. Russell
will become able to recognize and accept
her problems and circumstances and
learns to find solutions to typical practical
difficulties in caring for Angel.

Minimal Progress has been made:
Although Angela still adamantly denies
that Angel was unsafe in her home, she
has become increasingly aware there are
significant issues that need to be resolved.
At some level, Angela seems to have
become surprisingly self-aware about how
her inability to cope with and manage her
emotions impact the decisions she makes
for herself and Angel. Angela has been
consistently participating in individual
counseling. She indicates that it has been
particularly helpful for her in “working out
some of her own issues.” While Angela
seems to be making significant of progress
in certain areas of her life, her continued
use of drugs makes it unclear whether she
will achieve sufficient long-term change
within the time permitted by law to allow
Angel’s safe return home before the case
permanency goal must be changed.

Protective Capacity Goal #2: Ms. Russell
will become able to actively keep Angel
safe, as shown by her staying on top of

Angel’s needs (basic care, medical care,
and supervision), being able to get out of
bed, and appropriately supervising and
managing Angel.

Minimal Progress has been made:
Generally during home visits, Angela vacillates back and forth between appearing
sad, withdrawn; expressing feelings of
hopelessness; and expressing a desire for
things to be different and being interested
in working on problems. There is an
improvement in her energy level and outlook in that Angela has consistently and
actively participated in individual counseling. Further progress is possible if Angela
consistently uses her anti-depressant medication and sharply curtails her substance
usage.

Protective Capacity Goal #3: Angela
will demonstrate adequate self-control as
shown by her avoiding the use of substances that prohibit her from providing
for Angel’s safety and needs.

No Progress has been made: Angela passively participates in conversations related
to her substance usage. She sits through
the conversation, occasionally offering
short and cursory comments. During the
last several weeks, Angela has become
more closed to talking to the CPS worker
about substance usage. At this point, she
neither denies nor admits that she is using.
In spite of having another dirty UA, Angela
seems to have rationalized to herself that

her methamphetamine usage is rare and
that her continued usage does not have a
significant affect on her functioning.
Angela completed a substance abuse evaluation immediately following the implementation of the case plan, but has not
followed through with the treatment recommendations. She indicates that she
does not need substance abuse treatment
because she “does not have a problem.”

Protective Capacity Goal #4: Ms. Russell
will be able to meet her own emotional
needs and, therefore, will have the ability
to meet the needs of Angel as shown by
her having a positive outlook about her
life, confidence in her own self-sufficiency;
and selectivity in choosing healthy and
positive peer relationships and activities
are good for her and Angel.

Minimal Progress has been made: Angela
remains open to discussing issues related
specifically to her. She processes her feelings and thoughts about her emotional
state, about losses in her life and feelings
of victimization. At a certain level and
depending on the day of the meeting and
how alert and optimistic Angela is, she is
willing to explore the possibility that her
current relationships may not be particularly helpful to her in overcoming problems. She has talked about how she does
not want to have any of Phil’s friends over
to the house and that usually they will just
go out if they are going to get together.
On more than one occasion, Angela has
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dropped a hint that she is not necessarily
happy with her relationship with Phil,
which in some ways, seems to be more of
a matter of convenience for both of them.
However, it appears that Angela’s need for
belonging, need for companionship, need
for diversion and escape continue to heavily influence her choices.

Protective Capacity Goal #5: Ms. Russell
will be able to recognize when situations
may threaten Angel and will be able to
show that she has specific and effective
plans for keeping Angel well supervised
and protected.

Minimal Progress has been made: Angela
admits that Angel may have been unintentionally exposed to situations that she
should not have, but she minimizes the
effects of those experiences. Angela readily
acknowledges that there are things about
her parenting that must improve but still
contends that CPS involvement and foster
placement were unnecessary. When discussing her relationship and parenting of
Angel, she agrees that for quite a while
she has evaded her responsibilities to care
for Angel. Angela says she feels guilty for
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not being “more on top of what was going
on in the home.” She seems to be struggling to fully recognize that it is not good
to expose Angel to her drug use and sexual activities of herself and her friends.

Section IV.
Revisions of Case Plan Activities
The case plan will remain as is except that
Angela’s substance abuse treatment plan
may need to be changed. The case plan
should require another substance abuse
consultation to help reevaluate the current
treatment strategy. At the same time, the
plan should include intensified efforts to
try to engage Angela again in substance
abuse treatment. Since Angela is not ready
for Angel to return home, home based
services to prepare for an in-home safety
plan will be further delayed.

Section V.
Facilitating Change
A. Client’s Motivation
Angela has been willing to discuss the
need to make changes in her life – other
than curtailing her substance abuse. She
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has consistently attended therapy and
seems invested in making some changes in
her life and improving her care of Angel.
B. Client’s Relationship with CPS
The relationship between this worker and
Angela seems fairly good. Angela seems to
understand and to some extent appreciate
the reason for CPS intervention. She seems
increasingly trusting and has been fairly
open during discussions, with the exception of dealing with the substance usage
issue.
C. Forthcoming Case Management
Activities
In addition to regularly scheduled meetings with Angela, this case worker will
focus on getting Angela back into substance abuse treatment to at least attend
outpatient treatment sessions.
This worker will also work out a plan with
Angela to make sure that she consistently
takes her anti-depressant medication.

CHAPTER 10

Reunification: A Safety Decision
Deciding when a child can be reunified safely
– and stay home safely is one that troubles
most judges. This chapter reinforces the idea
that the reunification decision has the same
threshold as the out-of-home safety plan
decision. Practical help will be offered on
identifying essential information, and how to
weigh its significance.
The formal case plan evaluation informs the
reunification decision. As noted in Chapter 9,
watching progress should be continual, occurring between as well as at court review
hearings.

A Review of Issues Central to
the Reunification Decision
• Parents do not have to complete treatment
nor do all safety threats need to disappear
before reunification can occur.
CASE EXAMPLE

• The conditions for return are reunification
benchmarks, not case plan goals and
objectives.
• The fundamental issues are:
• Has there been enough change in
threats, in protective capacities, and in
circumstances, that the earlier reason an
in-home safety plan was insufficient is no
longer accurate?
• Does an analysis (described in Chapter
6), using the same criteria that required
an out-of-home safety plan, now find
that an in-home safety plan is sufficient
to control the threats, is feasible and can
be sustained until the parent can protect
without help?
• Deciding to reunify the child and family is
determining an in-home safety plan can
replace an out-of-home safety plan.

How Evaluation of Case Plan Progress is Used to Decide
Reunification

Consider the sample of the case plan evaluation on the Russell case, given in Chapter 9.
Using that information about the level of
progress, the following questions are asked in
order to consider if an in-home safety plan can
replace the out-of-home safety plan. Note the
similarity to the original analysis questions
described in Chapter 6. (these questions are
asked each time the case is evaluated)

Russell Family
A. Ongoing Safety Management:
Controlling Impending Danger
(Consider the following safety analysis questions and conditions for return to determine the

least intrusive and most appropriate level of
threats.):

Are safety service providers committed
to participating in the in-home
safety plan: No

Is the home environment stable
enough to sustain the use
of an in-home safety plan: No

Does the in-home safety plan provide the
proper level of intrusiveness and level of
effort to manage safety threats No

Are parents willing to be involved
and cooperate with the use of an
in-home safety plan: Yes

Has there been a specific change
in family circumstances and/or
protective capacities that would
allow for the use of an in-home safety
plan: (conditions for return) No

effort for controlling and managing safety

Are safety services available and
accessible at the level of effort required
to assure safety in the home: No

Have parent(s) been consistent and
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indicated (proceed to developing a
reunification plan and develop and complete an in-home safety plan)

responsive with respect to visitation
opportunities: Yes
(An answer of “No” to any of these questions would prompt revision to an in-home
safety plan, consideration of the need for
an out-of-home safety plan or continue to
maintain the child in placement )

Therefore, continued placement is
indicated

• In-Home Safety Plan remains sufficient

Justify response:

• In-Home Safety Plan revised as needed

Angela’s continued substance usage and
the indication that “friends” continue to
come in and out of the home does not

• The use of an in-home safety plan is

• Placement out of the home is indicated

Determining Whether to Reunify
BENCHCARD L

While deciding whether to reunify, the judge
requires the following information:
• The status of the original threats of danger
and any newly emerged threats
• The nature, quality, and length of visits
between child and parent. (By the time
reunification is considered, visits should have
been frequent, consistent, and unsupervised).
• Specific information about changes in parent
behavior, attitudes, motivation, and interactions. (This has little to do with how many
service sessions parents attended).
• Parental willingness and capacity to support
reunification and an in-home safety plan.
(Note this has nothing to do with gaining
parental promises to control situations
already determined out-of-control).
• Information and observations from the outof-home care provider. (What are patterns of
child or parent behavior before, during, and
after visits, or changes in the child since
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make it prudent to use an in-home safety
plan at this time. Further, there are not sufficient in-home safety services at the time
needed (evening and night) to assure
child’s supervision.

placement that will influence reunification’s
success)?
• The preparation given the out-of home care
provider to support reunification. (The natural loss experienced by the provider if reunification occurs does not rule out the value their
information; consider how their support or
lack of it will influence reunification).
• Progress noted by providers; opinions of
providers regarding reunification; recommendations from providers about what is needed
for the in-home safety plan to be sufficient.
(Scrutinize differences of opinion; resist relying on one party, or the person with the most
credentials; sort through turf wars and personality conflicts).
• The recommendation and its justification
from the CPS worker. ( The worker should
not be relying solely on “the recommendations of Dr. X”—demand he/she make a recommendation and explain how he/she
arrived at the recommendation).
• The specifics of a reunification plan, including: (A reunification plan means that even if

the court orders reunification, it must happen with preparation, not at 6 pm tonight.
Neither should it wait until the end of the
school semester or some other lengthy
timeframe.)

be alert; often agency and service
providers now see this family as successful so contact slows. Order specifics of
how the safety plan will be aggressively
supervised).

• The changes to the visitation schedule,
how will visits increase and still be used
to keep measuring and building confidence in the reunification decision?
• Involvement as appropriate of the
extended family
• Involvement of the out-of-home care
provider, foster parent
• Specific time frames
• The plan to prepare the child; who will
talk to the child? Who will discuss emotions, such as what will be missed in the
placement home and other issues important to the child?
• The plan to prepare the family and the
home for child’s return. (There are
unspoken issues the parent may feel
guilty about raising, or worried that they
may be misinterpreted as not being ready.
There also must be a plan (who, when)
for discussing and solving practical issues
such as school or transportation and
emotional issues such as fear or anxiety.
Do not assume the therapist will do this.
Get specifics on how these important
topics will be resolved).
• The specifics of the in-home safety plan:
actions, frequency, providers, and roles.
(Details are required: who will do what,
when, and for how long).
• The role and responsibility for active
safety plan management by the CPS
worker; reunification is the most dangerous time for the child. (The court should
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CHAPTER 11

Safety Criteria Help Determine
When to Terminate Court
Jurisdiction
Just as evaluating the case plan informs the
reunification decision, so too it provides the
basis for terminating court jurisdiction. Using
criteria for what makes a child safe helps
avoid prematurely dismissing the case at
reunification. If the court dismisses the case
when a child returns home, either that dismissal is too early or the child was returned
home too late.
Another common error in case dismissal is
arbitrarily using the calendar for ending the
court order, such as at six months or one year
after reunification. Deciding to dismiss
should be based on analyzing the child’s safety, including showing that threats of danger
are no longer present or that sufficient protective capacities now exist.

capacity, ongoing for a reasonable period of
time;
• The parent can describe the change and
explain how the change has produced benefits;
• The parent is taking active steps to sustain
the change; and
• The child and parent are getting help from
support services, members of their extended
family, or others.

Only consider terminating the court order if
the child is safe. This can be achieved by:
• Eliminating threats of danger, so the child
is safe;
• Improving the parents’ protective capacities
to control threats of danger; or
• A combination of both: reducing threats of
danger and improving parents’ protective
capacities.

Key criteria to help determine the improvements will endure:
• Parent change, such as enhanced protective
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SUMMARY

• Decisions about child safety must be
methodical, logical, and thorough, following a careful sequence of critical thinking.

plans must be managed by CPS to assure
they are working and determine whether
they need revising.

• Good decisions about safety require extensive information about the family, more
than just describing the maltreatment. The
judge should know: the extent of maltreatment, circumstances contributing to the
maltreatment, the child’s vulnerabilities and

• Out-of-home safety plans require immediate decisions about the child’s visitation and
contacts with parents and siblings, and
should specify conditions for the child’s
return home. These conditions for return
should be based on both the exact threats

strengths, the attitudes, behavior, and condition of parents, and how parents care for
and discipline the child.

of danger and the reasons why an in-home
safety plan was not sufficient, feasible
and/or sustainable.

• This information guides the judge in determining whether there is a sufficient “threat
of danger” to justify the court intervening;
what out-of-control circumstances will
result in immediate and severe harm to a
vulnerable child.
• The child is unsafe if threats of danger
exist, the child is vulnerable, and parents
have insufficient protective capacities to
control the danger. A safety plan must then
temporarily compensate for parents’ inability to control the threats of danger.
• When a child is currently unsafe, question
whether an in-home safety plan is appropriate. How that question is answered
explains if reasonable efforts to prevent
removal or reunify the family would support an in-home safety plan.
• A child being unsafe does not mean that
the child must be removed from home or
be placed into foster care. Work to develop
a practical, sustainable in-home safety plan
that keeps the child at home.
• Safety plans may be 100% in-home plans
or 100% out-of-home plans — or some
combination of both, where at times a child
will be in and out of the home. In either
case, in-home and out-of-home safety

• The case plan (as opposed to the safety
plan) identifies what must change for the
child to be fully safe, for the court to ultimately dismiss the case. The case plan
identifies long term goals and services that
reduce specific threats of danger and will
increase parents’ protective capacities.
• These two different and concurrent plans
must remain distinct. This allows equal
attention to be given to short term safety
tasks and actions (the safety plan) and long
term safety goals and services (the case
plan).
• Frequently evaluate case plan progress to
assure its effectiveness; at a minimum of
every 90 days.
• Family reunification should occur when an
in-home safety plan is now sufficient, feasible and sustainable. Deciding on an early
in-home safety plan is similar to later
deciding whether to reunify the family.
Both need to know how to safely place the
child with parents while working to end
court intervention. The court should dismiss the case when sufficient information
supports the judgment that threats of danger are now absent, or parents have sufficient protective capacities, or both.
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APPENDIX A

Threats of Danger Definitions
and Examples
Present Threats of Danger
Sometimes threats of danger happen right in
front of the CPS worker and cause little
doubt about the need for immediate protection. These are threats that most often are
described in initial petitions and are the reason for emergency removal decisions. Threats
like these are in the present (at the time of
CPS response) and are cause for an urgent
response to assure safety. Examples include:
• Hitting, beating, severely depriving of basic
necessities now (during CPS response)
• Injuries to the face and head
• Life threatening living arrangements
• Bizarre cruelty toward a child

information has been gathered beyond the
maltreatment incident and its surrounding
circumstances.

Impending Threats of Danger
Most threats of danger are not as obvious as
those described above. Even when the initial
abuse report sounds serious, caseworkers do
not walk into situations very often that have
“present threats of danger.”
Threats of danger that are impending are discovered by collecting more information than
the incident of maltreatment or the immediate situation. By knowing how the adults
function, carry out parenting, and how the
children are functioning, conditions can be
revealed that:

• Vulnerable children who are left unsupervised or alone now (during CPS response)

• Are out of control;

• Child needing immediate medical care to
avoid/treat severe consequences

• Will play out in the next few days or
weeks; and

• Caregiver exhibiting bizarre behavior suggesting possible harm to child

• Will have severe consequences to vulnerable children

• Caregiver under the influence of substances
now (during CPS response)

Once identified, impending threats of danger
demand immediate and diligent efforts to
ensure protection of the child. The information that has been collected around the 6
questions will provide more detail than the
emergency circumstances, and will help the
court fully understand what will be sufficient,
feasible and sustainable to assure safety.

• Caregiver cannot/will not explain child’s
serious injuries
When these kinds of threats are occurring,
most often the only practical protective action
by CPS is removal of the child because little
else is known at the time. The question of
removal is the principal subject of the emergency removal hearing, where often little

The following illustrates the difference between a
present threat of danger and an impending threat
of danger.
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The Difference between a Present Threat of Danger and
Impending Threat of Danger in Plain Language
Present Threat of Danger:
Worker arrives at the home to begin contact and 3 year old child answers door,
saying mother is sleeping. No one else is
in the home besides 3 year old and 18
month old sibling. Mother is in locked
bedroom sleeping soundly, having had
alcohol and taken prescription pills (nonlethal but enough to not hear her children
or the doorbell). The mother does not
become coherent when awakened by
worker. The children have not eaten anything but candy and are playing with some

twine and wire hangers. No other adult is
present to supervise and care for the children. A crisis mental health team is called
and they convince the mother to selfadmit to detox.
Impending Threat of Danger:
Worker arrives at the home and the mother of a 3-year-old and an 18-month-old
answers the door. The mother seems
reluctant to talk but she could be ill or not
want CPS in her home. She shows little
emotion and seems not interested in
much, including the children. During this

The following list identifies 15 threats of danger,
with definitions and examples. A child is unsafe
when one or more of these threats exist, a child is
vulnerable to the threats, and the parent/
caregiver lacks sufficient protective capacity to
manage or control the threats.

Threats of Danger Definitions
and Examples
1 No adult in the home is routinely performing basic and essential parenting
duties and responsibilities.
This threat refers only to adults (not children)
regarding responsibilities for provision of
food, clothing, shelter, and supervision.
Consideration is at a basic level: the absence
of any of these basic duties will result in
severe consequences to a child. This can
include:
• situations in which parents’/caregivers’
whereabouts are unknown.
• a child’s caregiver is present and available
but does not provide supervision or basic
3 6
5
8
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initial contact all basic provision of parenting seems to be occurring. In interviewing
the mother, the maternal grandmother and
the daycare provider over the course of 2
days, the worker learns that mother’s
brother was killed 2 months ago in Iraq,
the mother is overwhelmed with parenting, forgot to feed her children dinner last
Monday, has increasing thoughts of suicide, and took 3 times the dose (nonlethal) of her sleep medication once last
week to numb her pain and get some
sleep. No other adult is present to supervise and care for the children.

care.
• failure to provide supervision and basic
care may be due to avoidance or physical
incapacity.
This threat includes both behaviors and emotions illustrated in the following examples.
• Caregiver’s physical or mental disability/incapacitation makes the person unable
or unavailable to provide basic care for the
children.
• Caregiver is or has been absent from the
home for lengthy periods of time, and no
other adults are available to provide basic
care without CPS coordination.
• Caregivers have abandoned the children.
• Caregiver arranged care by another adult,
but caregiver’s whereabouts are unknown or
they have not returned according to plan,
and the current caregiver is asking for relief.
• Caregiver is or will be incarcerated, leaving
the children without a responsible adult to
provide care without CPS coordination.

• Caregiver does not respond to or ignores a
child’s basic needs.

• Family violence occurs and a child has been
assaulted.

• Caregiver allows child to wander in and out
of the home or through the neighborhood
without the necessary supervision.

• Family violence occurs and a child has
attempted to intervene.

• Caregiver ignores; does not provide necessary, protective supervision and basic care
appropriate to the age and capacity of a
child.
• Caregiver is unavailable to provide necessary, protective supervision and basic care
because of physical illness or incapacity.
• Caregiver allows other adults to improperly
influence (drugs, alcohol, abusive behavior)
the child.
• Child has been left with someone who does
not know the caregiver.

2 One or both caregivers’ behavior is
violent and/or they are acting (behaving)
dangerously.
Violence refers to aggression, fighting, brutality, cruelty and hostility. It may be immediately observable, regularly active or generally
potentially active.
This threat includes both behaviors and emotions illustrated in the following examples.
• Violence includes hitting, beating, physically assaulting a child, spouse or other family
member.
• Violence includes acting dangerously
toward a child or others including throwing
things, bantering weapons, driving recklessly, aggressively intimidating and terrorizing.
• Family violence involves physical and verbal
assault on a parent in the presence of a
child, the child witnesses the activity and is
fearful for self and/or others.

• Family violence occurs and a child could
reasonably be inadvertently harmed even
though the child may not be the actual target of the violence.
• Caregiver is physically impulsive, exhibiting
physical aggression, having temper outbursts or unanticipated and harmful physical reactions.
• Caregiver’s behavior outside the home (e.g.,
drugs, violence, aggressiveness) creates an
environment within the home that could
reasonably cause severe consequences to the
child (e.g., drug parties, gangs, drive-by
shootings).

3 One or both caregivers’ behavior is dangerously impulsive or they will
not/cannot control their behavior.
This threat is about self-control: a person’s
ability to postpone, set aside needs; plan; be
dependable; avoid destructive behavior; use
good judgment; not act on impulses; exert
energy and action; inhibit, manage emotions.
Caregiver’s lack of self-control places vulnerable children in jeopardy. This threat includes
caregivers who are incapacitated or not controlling their behavior because of mental
health or substance abuse issues.
Poor impulse control or lack of self-control
includes behaviors other than aggression and
can lead to severe consequences to a child,
illustrated in the following examples.
• Caregiver is seriously depressed and unable
to control emotions or behaviors.
• Caregiver is chemically dependent and
C H I L D
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unable to control the dependency’s effects.
• Substance abuse renders the caregivers
incapable of routinely/consistently attending to the children’s basic needs.
• Caregiver makes impulsive decisions and
plans that leave the children in precarious
situations (e.g., unsupervised, supervised by
an unreliable caregiver).
• Caregiver spends money impulsively resulting in a lack of basic necessities.
• Caregiver is emotionally immobilized
(chronically or situational) and cannot control behavior.
• Caregiver has addictive patterns or behaviors (e.g., addiction to substances, gambling
or computers) that are uncontrolled and
leave the children in potentially severe situations (e.g., failure to supervise or provide
other basic care).
• Caregiver is delusional and/or experiencing
hallucinations.
• Caregiver cannot control sexual impulses
(e.g., sexual activity with or in front of children).
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• Child is perceived as having the same characteristics as someone the caregiver hates or
is fearful of or hostile towards, and the
caregiver transfers feelings and perceptions
of the person to the child.
• Child is perceived to be punishing or torturing the parent/caregiver.
• One caregiver is jealous of the child and
believes the child is a detriment or threat to
the caregivers’ relationship.
• Caregiver sees child as an undesirable
extension of self and views child with some
sense of purging or punishing.
• Caregiver sees the child as responsible and
accountable for the caregiver’s problems;
blames the child; perceives, behaves, acts
out toward the child based on a lack of
reality or appropriateness.

5 The family does not have or use
resources necessary to assure a child’s
basic needs.

• Caregiver is seriously depressed and functionally unable to meet the children’s basic
needs.

“Basic needs” refers to the family’s lack of (1)
minimal resources to provide shelter, food,
and clothing or (2) the capacity to use
resources for basic needs, even when available.

4 Caregivers’ perceptions of a child are
extremely negative.

This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.

“Extremely” means a perception that, when
present, an out of control response by the
caregiver is likely and will have severe consequences for the child. The perception can be
reasonably connected to caregiver behavior
that can lead to imminent and severe harm to
the child.

• Family has insufficient money to provide
basic and protective care.

This threat is illustrated by the following
examples.
5 8

• Child is perceived to be evil, deficient, or
embarrassing.
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• Family has insufficient food, clothing, or
shelter for basic needs of child.
• Family finances are insufficient to support
needs (e.g. medical care) that, if unmet,
could result in severe consequences to the
child.

• Caregivers lack life management skills to
properly use resources for basics when they
are available.
• Family is routinely using their resources for
things (e.g., drugs) other than their basic
care and support resulting in the children’s
basic needs not being adequately met.

6 One or both caregivers are threatening
to severely harm a child or are fearful
they will maltreat the child and/or
request placement.
Caregivers are implicitly or explicitly threatening to hurt a child. Their emotions and
intentions are hostile, menacing and sufficiently believable to conclude grave concern
for immediate and severe consequences to a
child. This threat also refers to caregivers who
express anxiety and dread about their ability
to control their emotions and reactions
toward their child.
This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• Caregivers use specific threatening terms
including identifying how they will harm
the child or what sort of harm they intend
to inflict.
• Caregiver’s threats are severe, plausible,
believable, and may be related to specific
provocative child behavior.
• Caregivers state they will maltreat the
child.
• Caregiver describes conditions and situations which stimulate them to think about
maltreating the child.
• Caregiver talks about being worried about,
fearful of, or preoccupied with maltreating
the child.
• Caregiver identifies things the child does
that aggravate or annoy the par-

ent/caregiver in ways that make the parent
want to attack the child.
• Caregiver describes disciplinary incidents
that have become out-of-control.
• Caregivers are distressed or “at the end of
their rope,” and are asking for some relief in
either specific (e.g., “take the child”) or
general (e.g., “please help me before something awful happens”) terms.
• One caregiver expresses concerns about
what the other parent/caregiver is capable
of or may be doing.

7 One or both caregivers intend(ed) to
seriously hurt the child.
Caregivers anticipate acting in a way that will
assure pain and suffering. “Intended” means
that before or during the time the child was
mistreated, the caregiver’s conscious purpose
was to hurt the child. This threat is distinguished from an incident in which the caregivers meant to discipline or punish the child
and the child was inadvertently hurt.
“Seriously” refers to an intention to cause the
child to suffer physically or emotionally.
Caregiver action is more about causing a
child pain than about a consequence needed
to teach a child.
This threat includes both behaviors and emotions as illustrated in the following examples.
• The incident was planned or had an element of premeditation.
• The nature of the incident or use of an
instrument can be reasonably assumed to
heighten the level of pain or injury (e.g.,
cigarette burns).
• Caregiver’s motivation to teach or discipline seems secondary to inflicting pain
and/or injury.
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• It is reasonable to assume that the caregiver
had some awareness of what the result
would be prior to the incident.
• Caregiver’s actions were not impulsive,
there was sufficient time and deliberation
to assure that the actions hurt the child.

8 One or both caregivers lack parenting
knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to assure a child’s basic needs are
met.
This refers to basic parenting that directly
affects a child’s needs for food, clothing, shelter and required level of supervision. It
includes caregivers lacking the basic knowledge or skills to meet the child’s basic needs;
or the lack of motivation resulting in the
caregivers abdicating their role to meet basic
needs or failing to adequately perform the
parental role to meet the child’s basic needs.
This inability and/or unwillingness to meet
basic needs reasonably creates a concern for
immediate and severe consequences to a vulnerable child.
This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• Caregiver’s intellectual capacities affect
judgment and/or knowledge in ways that
prevent the provision of adequate basic
care.
• Young or intellectually limited parents/primary caregivers have little or no
knowledge of a child’s needs and capacity.
• Caregiver’s expectations of the child far
exceed the child’s capacity thereby placing
the child in situations that could result in
severe consequences.
• Caregiver does not know what basic care is
or how to provide it (e.g., how to feed or
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diaper; how to protect or supervise according to the child’s age).
• Caregivers’ parenting skills are exceeded by
a child’s special needs and demands in ways
that will result in severe consequences to
the child.
• Caregiver’s knowledge and skills are adequate for some children’s ages and development, but not for others (e.g., able to care
for an infant, but cannot control a toddler).
• Caregiver is averse to parenting and does
not provide basic needs.
• Caregiver avoids parenting and basic care
responsibilities.
• Caregiver allows others to parent or provide
care to the child without concern for the
other person’s ability or capacity.
• Caregiver does not know or does not apply
basic safety measures (e.g., keeping medications, sharp objects, or household cleaners
out of reach of small children).
• Caregivers do not believe the children’s disclosure of abuse/neglect even when there is
a preponderance of evidence and this has or
will result in severe consequences to the
children.

9 Caregivers largely reject CPS intervention; refuse access to a child; and/or
there is some indication that the caregivers will flee.
Several circumstances suggest the presence of
this threat. The family who hides the child
from CPS; avoids CPS access to a child;
overtly rejects all attempts by CPS to enter
the home, see a child, or conduct necessary
information collection. The meaning of
“rejection” is far more than a partial failure to
cooperate, open anger or hostility about CPS
involvement or other signs of general resist-

ance or reluctance. The rejection of CPS
intervention must be substantial and pervasive to justify this threat of danger.

• The family or caregiver has evaded investigation or valid allegations or has fled in the
past.

This threat can apply when there are indications that a family will change residences,
leave the jurisdiction, or refuse access to the
child. Information other than the fact that
CPS is investigating the family may need to
be considered in order to understand if other
incentives for the family to flee may exist
(e.g., other legal problems, financial problems,
etc.)

• There are other circumstances prompting
flight (e.g., warrants, false identities uncovered, criminal convictions, financial indebtedness).

In all instances when a family is avoiding any
intervention by CPS, the current status of the
child or the potential consequences for the
child must be considered severe and immediate. Overt rejection of CPS could be an
expression of a caregiver’s rights; however,
until access to the child can be gained
through legal means, the conclusion about the
rejection representing a threat of danger
remains.
This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• Caregivers repeatedly or decisively avoid
talking with CPS; or refuse to allow CPS
access to the home.
• Caregivers manipulate in order to avoid any
contact with CPS; make excuses for not
participating; miss appointments; go
through various means and methods to
avoid CPS involvement and any access to a
child.
• Caregivers avoid allowing CPS to see or
speak with a child; do not inform CPS
where the child actually is located.
• Family is highly transient.
• Family has little tangible attachments (e.g.,
job, home, property, extended family).

10 Caregiver refusal and/or failure to meet
a child’s exceptional needs do/can result
in severe consequences to the child.
“Exceptional” refers to specific child conditions (e.g., developmental disability, blindness,
physical disability, special medical needs).
This threat is present when the caregivers, by
not addressing the child’s exceptional needs,
create an immediate concern for severe consequences to the child.
This does not refer to caregivers who do not
do particularly well at meeting a child’s special needs, but the consequences are relatively
mild. Rather, this refers to specific capacities/skills/intentions in parenting that must
occur and are required for the “exceptional”
child not to suffer serious consequences.
This threat exists, for example, when the
child has a physical or other exceptional need
condition that, if unattended, will result in
imminent and severe consequences and one
of the following applies:
• Caregiver does not recognize the condition
or exceptional need.
• Caregiver views the condition as less serious than it is.
• Caregiver refuses to address the condition
for religious or other reasons.
• Caregiver lacks the capacity to fully understand the condition.
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• Caregiver’s expectations of the child are
totally unrealistic in view of the child’s
condition.
• Caregiver allows the child to live or be
placed in situations in which harm is
increased by virtue of the child’s condition.

11 The child’s living arrangements
seriously endanger the child’s physical
health.
This threat refers to conditions in the home
that are immediately life-threatening or seriously endangering a child’s physical health
(e.g., people discharging firearms without
regard to who might be harmed; the lack of
hygiene is so dramatic as to cause or potentially cause serious illness). Physical health
includes serious injuries that could occur
because of the condition of the living
arrangement.
This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• The family home is being used for
methamphetamine production; products
and materials used in the production of
methamphetamine are being stored and are
accessible within the home.
• Housing is unsanitary, filthy, infested, a
health hazard.
• The house’s physical structure is decaying,
falling down.
• Wiring and plumbing in the house are substandard, exposed.
• Furnishings or appliances are hazardous.
• Heating, fireplaces, stoves, are hazardous
and accessible.
• The home has easily accessible open windows or balconies in upper stories.
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• Occupants in the home, activity within the
home, or traffic in and out of the home
present a specific concern for severe consequences to a child.
• People who are under the influence of substances that can result in violent, sexual or
aggressive behavior are routinely in the
home, or have frequent access to the home
while under the influence.

12 A child has serious physical injuries or
serious physical symptoms from maltreatment that have immediate implications for intervention and caregivers are
unwilling or unable to arrange or provide necessary care.
The key words are “serious,” and “immediate
implications for intervention” (e.g., need for
medical attention, extreme physical vulnerability). There are serious physical injuries or
symptoms and there is some connection,
alleged or confirmed, that the physical
injuries or physical symptoms are related to
maltreatment.
Many of these examples could be apparent at
the first contact CPS has with the family (i.e.,
present danger threats). Some of the examples, such as failure to thrive, may not be
apparent at the initial CPS contact.
When this threat of danger exists, the caregiver is failing to take necessary steps to
arrange, provide, or follow through on care
related to serious physical injuries or symptoms. The following are examples of such
injuries or symptoms:
• Child has severe injuries.
• Child has multiple/different kinds of
injuries (e.g. burns and bruises).
• Child has injuries to head or face.

• Injuries appear to have occurred as a result
of an attack, assault or out-of-control reaction (e.g. serious bruising across a child’s
back as if beaten in an out-of-control disciplinary act).
• Injuries appear associated with the use of
an instrument which exaggerates method of
discipline (e.g., coat hanger, extension cord,
kitchen utensil, etc.).
• Child has physical symptoms from maltreatment which require immediate medical
treatment.
• Child has physical symptoms from maltreatment which require continual medical
treatment.

This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• Child threatens suicide, attempts suicide, or
appears to be having suicidal thoughts.
• Child’s emotional state is such that immediate mental health/medical care is needed.
• Child is capable of and likely to self-mutilate.
• Child is a physical danger to others.
• Child abuses substances and may overdose.
• Child is so withdrawn that basic needs are
not being met.
• Child is annoying, aggravating to the point
of stimulating intolerance in others.

• Child appears to be suffering from Failure
to Thrive.

• Child is highly aggressive and acts out
repeatedly so as to cause reactive responses.

• Child is malnourished.

• Child is confrontational, insulting or so
challenging that caregivers lose patience,
impulsively strike out at the child, or isolate
the child or totally avoid the child.

• Child has physical injuries or physical
symptoms that are a more serious example
of similar injuries or symptoms previously
known and recorded.
13 A child shows serious emotional symptoms requiring immediate intervention
and/or lacks behavioral control that
result in self-destructive behavior or
provoking dangerous reactions in caregivers and caregivers are unwilling or
unable to arrange or provide necessary
care.
Key words are “serious” and “lack of behavioral control.” “Serious” suggests that the
child’s condition has immediate implications
for intervention (e.g., extreme emotional vulnerability, suicidal thoughts or actions).
“Lacks behavioral control” describes the
provocative child who stimulates reactions in
others.

14 A child is profoundly fearful of the home
situation or people within the home.
“Home situation” includes specific family
members and/or other conditions in the living arrangement. “People in the home” refers
to those who either live in the home or frequent the home so often that a child routinely and reasonably expects that the person may
be there or show up.
The child’s fear must be obvious, extreme,
and related to some perceived danger that the
child feels or experiences. This threat can
also be present with children who do not verbally express fear but their behavior and emotion clearly and vividly demonstrate fear.
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This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
• Child demonstrates emotional and/or
physical responses indicating fear of the living situation or of people within the home
(e.g., crying, inability to focus, nervousness,
withdrawal, running away).
• Child expresses fear and describes people
and circumstances which are reasonably
threatening.
• Child recounts previous experiences which
form the basis for fear.
• Child’s fearful response escalates at the
mention of home, specific people, or specific circumstances associated with reported
incidents.
• Child describes personal threats which
seem reasonable and believable.
15 Caregivers cannot, will not or do not
explain a child’s injuries or threatening
family conditions.
Caregivers do not or are unable or unwilling
to explain maltreating conditions or injuries
that are consistent with the facts. An unexplained serious injury is a present threat of
danger and remains so until an explanation
alters the seriousness of not knowing how the
injury occurred or by whom.
An unexplained injury at CPS initial contact
should be considered a present threat of danger with an immediate protective action
taken. If the injury remains unexplained at
the conclusion of an investigation the lack of
an acceptable explanation must be considered
an impending threat of danger.

• Caregivers acknowledge the presence of
injuries and/or conditions but plead ignorant as to how they occurred.
• Caregivers express concern for the child’s
condition but are unable to explain it.
• Caregivers appear to be totally competent
and appropriate with the exception of 1)
the physical or sexual abuse and 2) the lack
of an explanation or 3) an explanation that
makes no sense.
• Caregivers accept the presence of injuries
and conditions but do not explain them or
seem concerned.
• Sexual abuse has occurred in which 1) the
child discloses that someone in the family
has sexually abused him/her; 2) family circumstances, including opportunity, cannot
yet be definitively ruled in or out as consistent with sexual abuse; and 3) the caregivers
deny the abuse, blame the child, or offer no
explanation or an explanation that is unbelievable.
• “Battered Child Syndrome” case circumstances are present and the caregivers
appear to be competent, but the child’s
symptoms do not match the caregivers’
appearance and there is no explanation for
the child’s symptoms.
• Caregivers’ explanations are far-fetched.
• Facts observed by CPS staff and/or supported by other professionals that relate to
the incident, injury, and/or conditions contradict the caregivers’ explanations.
• History and circumstantial information are
incongruent with the caregivers’ explanation of the injuries and conditions.

This threat is illustrated in the following
examples.
RETURN TO CHAPTER 3
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APPENDIX B

Protective Capacities Definitions
and Examples
Protective capacity means being protective
towards one’s young. Protective capacities are
cognitive, behavioral, and emotional qualities
supporting vigilant protectiveness of children.

• I am aware that my child and I react to certain stimuli in predictable ways (e.g., stress,
impulsive, irritable, etc.)

Protective capacities are fundamental
strengths preparing and empowering the person to protect.

Examples Of Cognitive Protective
Capacities That Can Be Demonstrated:

Cognitive Protective Capacities
Cognitive protective capacity refers to specific
knowledge, understanding and perceptions that
contribute to protective vigilance. Although
this aspect of protective capacities has some
relationship to intellectual or cognitive functioning, it does not mean that parents with
lower cognitive functioning cannot protect
their children. This aspect has to do with the
caregiver’s recognition/awareness that:
• I am the parent/caregiver
• I am the one responsible for this child
• I have to look out for danger
• I know and recognize cues that alert me
that danger is impending

what those needs are and getting them met

1 The caregiver plans and articulates a
plan to protect the child.
This is the thinking ability that is evidenced
in a reasonable, well-thought-out plan.
• People who are realistic in their ideas and
arrangements about what is needed to protect a child.
• People who recognize what dangers exist
and what arrangement or actions are necessary to safeguard a child.
• People who are aware and show a conscious
focused process for thinking that results in
an acceptable plan.
• People whose awareness of the plan is best
illustrated by their ability to explain it and
why it is sufficient.
2 The caregiver is aligned with the child.

The stronger this capacity is the more comprehensive and astute this cognition is. For
example:
• I understand and recognize how my child’s
behavior represents his needs
• I know I am responsible for figuring out

This refers to a mental state or an identity
with a child.
• People who strongly think of themselves as
closely related to or associated with a child.
• People who think that they are highly connected to a child and therefore responsible
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for a child’s well-being and safety.
• People who consider their relationship with
a child as the highest priority.
3 The caregiver has adequate knowledge
to fulfill caregiving responsibilities and
tasks.
Information and personal knowledge specific
to caregiving that are associated with protection.
• People who know enough about child
development to keep children safe.
• People who have information related to
what is needed to keep a child safe.
• People who know how to provide basic care
which assures that children are safe.

4 The caregiver is reality oriented;
perceives reality accurately.
Mental awareness and accuracy about one’s
surroundings; correct perceptions of what is
happening; and the viability and appropriateness of responses to what is real and factual.
• People who describe life circumstances
accurately.
• People who recognize threatening situations and people.
• People who do not deny reality or operate
in unrealistic ways.

5 The caregiver has accurate perceptions
of the child.
Seeing and understanding a child’s capabilities, needs and limitations correctly.
• People who know the capacity of children
at different ages or with particular characteristics.
• People who see a child exactly as the child
is and as others see the child.
• People who recognize the child’s needs,
strengths and limitations. People who can
explain what a child requires for protection
and why.
• People who see and value the capabilities of
a child and are sensitive to difficulties a
child experiences.
• People who appreciate uniqueness and difference.
• People who are accepting and
understanding.

6 The caregiver understands his/her
protective role.
Being aware and knowing there are certain
solely owned responsibilities and obligations
that are specific to protecting a child.
• People who possess an internal sense and
appreciation for their protective role.

• People who are alert to danger posed by
people and by the child’s environment.

• People who can explain in their own words
what the “protective role” means and
involves and why it is so important.

• People who are able to distinguish threats
to child safety.

• People who recognize the accountability
and stakes associated with the role.
• People who value and believe it is their primary responsibility to protect their child.
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7 The caregiver is self-aware as a
caregiver.

Examples Of Behavioral Protective
Capacities That Can Be Demonstrated:

Sensitivity to one’s thinking and actions and
the effect on others, particularly the child.

1 The caregiver has a history of protecting
others

• People who understand the cause – effect
relationship between their own actions and
results for their children

A person with many experiences and events
that demonstrate clear and reportable evidence of having been protective. Examples
might include:

• People who are open to who they are, what
they do, and to the effects of what they do.
• People who think about themselves and
judge the quality of their thoughts, emotions and behavior.

• People who have raised children with no
evidence of maltreatment or exposure to
danger.

• People who see that the part of them that
is a caregiver is unique and requires different things from them.

• People who have protected their children in
demonstrative ways by separating them
from danger; seeking assistance from others; or similar clear evidence.

Behavioral Protective Capacities

• Caregivers and other reliable people who
can describe various events and experiences
where protectiveness was evident.

Behavioral protective capacity refers to specific action, activity and performance that is consistent with and results in parenting and protective vigilance. While connected to the cognitive aspects of protective capacities, behavioral aspects signify that it is not enough to
“know” what must be done, or “recognize”
what might be dangerous to a child. The
caregiver must act. Behavioral protective
capacities mean the caregiver must have:
• The physical ability to act in ways to protect
• The ability/willingness to stop what the
caregiver wants to do (defer needs) in order
to meet the child’s basic needs

2 The caregiver takes action to correct
problems or challenges
A person who is action-oriented as a human
being, not just as a caregiver.
• People who perform when necessary.
• People who proceed with a course of
action.
• People who take necessary steps, such as a
caregiver seeking a Protective Order against
a violent adult in the home.
• People who are expedient and timely in
doing things.
• People who discharge their duties.

• The energy to do what must be done
• The skills that will help the caregiver effectively carry out what he/she intends

3 The caregiver demonstrates impulse
control
A person who is deliberate and careful; who
acts in managed and self-controlled ways.
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• People who do not act on their urges or
desires.
• People who do not behave as a result of
outside stimulation.
• People who avoid whimsical responses.
• People who think before they act.
• People who plan before they act.
4 The caregiver is physically able.
This refers to people who are sufficiently
healthy, mobile and strong.
• People who can run after children.
• People who can lift children.
• People who are able to restrain children.
• People with physical abilities to effectively
deal with dangers like fires or physical
threats.

ready to move; will move in a timely way.
• People who are motivated and have the
capacity to work and be active.
• People express force and power in their
action and activity.
• People who are rested or able to overcome
being tired.

7 The caregiver sets aside her/his needs in
favor of a child.
Ability to delay gratifying own needs; accepting the children’s needs as a priority over
own.
• People who do for themselves after they’ve
done for their children.
• People who sacrifice for their children.
• People who can wait to be satisfied.
• People who seek ways to satisfy their children’s needs as the priority.

5 The caregiver demonstrates adequate
skill to fulfill caregiving responsibilities.
The possession and use of skills that are related to being protective.
• People who can feed, care for, supervise
children according to their basic needs.

• People who can cook, clean, maintain,
guide, and provide shelter as required to
keep children safe.

• People who are creative about caregiving.

• People who are alert and focused.
• People who can move; are on the move;
B A R

• People who are flexible and adjustable.
• People who accept things and can move
with them.

The personal drive necessary to be ready for
and “on the job” of being protective.

A M E R I C A N

Adjusting and making the best of whatever
caregiving situation occurs.

• People who can handle, manage, and oversee the child to keep them safe.

6 The caregiver possesses adequate
energy.
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8 The caregiver is adaptive as a caregiver.
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• People who come up with solutions and
ways of behaving that may be new, needed
and unfamiliar but more fitting.
9 The caregiver is assertive as a caregiver.
Being positive and persistent.
• People who are firm and have conviction.
• People who are self-confident and selfassured.

• People who are secure with themselves and
their ways.
• People who are poised and certain of themselves.
• People who are forceful and forward

10 The caregiver uses resources necessary
to meet the child’s basic needs.
Knowing what is needed, getting it and using
it to keep a child safe.
• People who get people to help them and
their children.
• People who use community public and private organizations.
• People who will call on police or access the
courts to help them.
• People who use basic services such as food
and shelter.

Emotional Protective Capacities
Emotional protective capacity involves the
specific feelings, attitude, identification with the
child and motivation that result in parenting
and protective vigilance. Two critical issues
influence the strength of emotional protective
capacity:
• The nature of the attachment between
caregiver and child
• The caregiver’s own emotional strength
Most caregivers love their children and this
love is the greater motivation to protect their
children than simply the knowledge/
awareness that they are “supposed to,” as discussed in the cognitive examples of protective
capacity. When there is sufficient emotional
protective capacity, the nature of the attachment between the caregiver and child is
demonstrated as:
• Love for the child is unconditional

11 The caregiver emotionally supports the
child.
This refers to genuine, observable ways of
sustaining, encouraging and maintaining a
child’s psychological, physical and social wellbeing.
• People who spend considerable time with a
child that is filled with positive regard.
• People who take action to assure that children are encouraged and reassured.
• People who take an obvious stand on behalf
of a child.

• The caregiver realizes the child cannot produce gratification and self-esteem for the
caregiver
• The quality of the attachment is not
diminished when the caregiver discovers
the child cannot meet the caregiver’s emotional needs
In order to sustain this type of attachment,
the caregiver must be:
• Emotionally stable
• Resilient enough to adjust to life and/or
parenting difficulties
• Able to express and receive love
• Able to provide nurturing
• Able to love and invest emotionally in the
child
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Examples Of Emotional Protective
Capacities That Can Be Demonstrated:

• People who spring into action.

1 The caregiver is able to meet own
emotional needs.

• People who are effective at coping as a
caregiver.

Satisfying how one feels in reasonable, appropriate ways that are not dependent on or take
advantage of others.

4 The caregiver is tolerant as a caregiver.

• People who use personal and social means
for feeling well and happy that are acceptable, sensible and practical.
• People who employ mature, responsible
ways of satisfying their feelings and emotional needs.
• People who understand and accept that
their feelings and gratification of those
feelings are separate from their child.

2 The caregiver is emotionally able to
intervene to protect the child.
This refers to mental health, emotional energy and emotional stability.
• People who are doing well enough emotionally that their needs and feelings don’t
immobilize them or reduce their ability to
act promptly and appropriately.
• People who are not consumed with their
own feelings and anxieties.
• People who are mentally alert, in touch
with reality.
• People who are motivated as a caregiver
and with respect to protectiveness.

3 The caregiver is resilient as a caregiver.
Responsiveness and being able and ready to
act promptly.
• People who recover quickly from set-backs
or being upset.
7 0
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• People who can withstand.

This refers to acceptance, allowing and
understanding, and respect
• People who can let things pass.
• People who have a big picture attitude, who
don’t over react to mistakes and accidents.
• People who value how others feel and what
they think.

5 The caregiver displays concern for the
child and the child’s experience and is
intent on emotionally protecting the
child.
A sensitivity to understand and feel some
sense of responsibility for a child and what
the child is going through, compelling one to
comfort and reassure.
• People who show compassion through
sheltering and soothing a child
• People who calm, pacify and appease a
child.
• People who physically take action or provide physical responses that reassure a
child, that generate security.

6 The caregiver and child have a strong
bond and the caregiver is clear that the
number one priority is the well-being of
the child.
A strong attachment that places a child’s
interest above all else.
• People who act on behalf of a child because

of the closeness and identity the person
feels for the child.
• People who order their lives according to
what is best for their children because of
the special connection and attachment that
exist between them.
• People whose closeness with a child
exceeds other relationships.
7 The caregiver expresses love, empathy
and sensitivity toward the child; experiences specific empathy with the child’s
perspective and feelings.
Active affection, compassion, warmth and
sympathy.
• People who fully relate to, can explain, and
feel what a child feels, thinks and goes
through.
• People who relate to a child with expressed
positive regard and feeling and physical
touching.
• People who are understanding of children
and their life situation.

RETURN TO CHAPTER 3
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APPENDIX C

The Horan Case: Information
that Addresses the Six Questions
Maltreatment:
The youngest child, Kyle, age 2 years, 7
months, sustained a broken nose and also has
various cuts and bruising to his body including a cut to his hand, some redness and bruising to the neck and shoulder, caused by his
father, Gregory James on 1/11. Three other
children live in the home. Jesse, age 1 1/2,
also the son of Gregory James, was present
during the incident but not hurt. Tony
Horan, age 15, and Dylan Horan, age 17, are
step-sons and were not present.
There has been previous substantiated maltreatment over the years, involving the older
sons (including two others who are no longer
at home). These incidents involve neglect by
the mother, Barbara Horan.

Circumstances Surrounding the
Maltreatment:
Parents have been married 8 months. Mother
works two jobs and father works one. On
1/11 while father was caring for the children
while mother was at work, he lay down on
the bed with the two youngest children. He
woke up to the noise of glasses breaking in
the kitchen. He found Kyle standing on the
kitchen counter, throwing glasses to the floor.
Kyle had strewn coffee and sugar all over the
kitchen counters and floor. Father grabbed
Kyle and roughly sat him on the counter and
hit him in the face. He cleaned up the child
and the kitchen and called mother at work,
telling her he had “lost it” with Kyle and they

were lucky he hadn’t hurt him worse than he
did. He told her Kyle had a bloody nose.
Mother returned from work 3 hours later.
Fifteen year old Tony told her to go look at
Kyle’s face. Barbara Horan said she was so
angry she felt she might hurt her husband, so
she left, leaving Tony in charge of the two
youngest boys. She returned to the house in
the morning.
Father admits to hitting Kyle, and admits to
having a few drinks before falling asleep on
the bed, but denies being intoxicated then or
later when he hit Kyle. He cares for the children every night while Barbara works a 3-11
shift. No one in the family says anything like
this has happened before. However, all family
members (including Gregory James) say that
Gregory is drinking more frequently.
The day after the incident, when Barbara
returned to the house, she called the police
and CPS. Upon the direction from CPS, she
took Kyle to the doctor, where photographs
were taken and treatment given for a broken
nose.
The police have arrested Gregory; he is
released pending court action but on the condition that he have no contact with the children subject to CPS arrangements for supervised visits.

Child Functioning
Kyle: age 2 years 7 months. Kyle is a very
active child who explores everything. He also
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is fairly easily diverted and will sit and play
appropriately if given challenging games, puzzles, etc. Both parents say he sleeps well, eats
well, is toilet trained. He plays well with his
siblings and neighbor children. He can, if not
diverted, escalate his behavior—running,
screaming, and “finding trouble,” according to
his parents.

reportedly listening to music at a friend’s and
learning about mechanics from the friend’s
father. Dylan gets along with family members, but is not interested in being home
much. He likes Gregory and was stunned that
this type of incident happened. Dylan has the
same father as Tony and gets along well with
him, but doesn’t see him often.

Jesse: age 1 year 6 months. Jesse appears
healthy, but is having some eye testing at the
pediatric clinic, according to mother. He likes
to play with Kyle and is on target developmentally. He eats and sleeps well. While not
too verbal yet, he appears to be able to play
with challenging puzzles and other games.
He is mobile, but both parents say he does
not have the same high energy as his brother
Kyle.

Disciplinary Practices

Tony: age 15. Tony is in high school where he
does average work. His attendance is regular
but he has had some behavior problems, with
a recent suspension due to a fight with another student. Tony has been a “good helper”
with the two younger boys, according to
mother. Tony seems to have a lot of affection
for Kyle and Jesse. He gets along well with
Gregory, his step-dad, and says he has never
seen Gregory physically hit any of the children. Most evenings, Tony is home but he
does go out on weekends. Neither parent feels
they have any concerns about Tony. Tony is
beginning a job next week at a restaurant,
where he will work from after school until
9 pm. Tony has a good relationship with his
biological father, and visits him when mutually agreeable, usually about twice a month for
dinner or occasional sleep-over.
Dylan: age 17. Dylan has been missing a lot
of school and will likely not graduate. He
spends most of his time away from the house,
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Barbara: Mother works two jobs on most
days so she feels she does not have enough
time with any of the children to become
involved in situations requiring discipline. She
does expect the older boys to maintain a curfew but could not say for certain how often
(or if ) the curfew is followed. With the
smaller children, she had had to use time-outs
with Kyle, but more often tries to distract
both young boys when they are doing something they should not. Barbara’s older boys
who are out of the home began having patterns much like Dylan—staying away more
and more, skipping school, etc. Barbara does
not know what to do about Dylan and mostly
her job prevents her from focusing on dealing
with him. She believes Tony is her helper and
rarely needs any discipline.
Gregory: Gregory is home from work at 2
pm daily at which time, his sister who supplies childcare, leaves. Gregory supplies most
of the day-to-day discipline according to both
parents, and at times that involves issues that
come up with the older boys as well. Gregory
has a good relationship with the older boys
and most of the time discusses consequences
of their decisions with them. For the younger
two, Gregory usually tries to “run off ” some
energy with the boys when he gets home
from work, by going to the park. He finds a
method like this to be the best form of “discipline,” meaning it prevents him from having

to carry any out. He sometimes uses time
outs with Kyle. Other than when he “lost it”
during the maltreatment incident, he has
never physically disciplined or harmed the
child, he reports.

Parenting Practices
Barbara: Barbara seems to have minimal
interaction with the children. She is away
from the house from 10 am to 11:30 pm most
weekdays and also works some weekends. She
relies entirely on Gregory for the parenting
responsibilities. Gregory states that in addition to her job hours, Barbara stays out later
and sometimes does not return home until
early the next morning. Barbara refuses to
discuss this issue, saying Gregory is paranoid,
but offering no explanation. The recent arrest
of Gregory has caused Barbara considerable
stress due to a lack of resources for any other
kind of child care. Gregory’s sister has been
helping, but her relationship with Barbara is
strained and may not last long. Barbara has
said that Tony can help, but seems oblivious
to the fact that Tony’s new job will interfere
with his ability to help.
Gregory: Gregory has been providing the
day-to-day structure for parenting: meals,
laundry, baths, medical follow-up, etc. He
says he has been overwhelmed, exhausted,
and growing resentful, particularly with
Barbara staying out later and later. He admits
to often taking the boys into the bedroom for
a late afternoon/early evening nap in order to
get some rest. The incident of 1/11 was the
first time he was so fast asleep that he did not
hear Kyle get up and start “exploring” in the
kitchen.

Adult Functioning
Barbara: Barbara’s history involves being a
victim of sexual abuse as a child and involved

in 2 previous relationships with violent men,
where she was hurt to the point of requiring
hospitalization. She minimizes either of these
issues as important in how she copes today.
She says that she has not had any violent
episodes with Gregory, although he is drinking frequently now and is “a mean drunk.”
Barbara does not communicate in-depth
about issues such as: where she is spending
her time beyond work (including the night of
the maltreatment incident); whether she is
happy; who she relies on for friendship. Her
problem-solving skills (e.g., what she will do
for child care) seem poor and she lacks
insight into how life is, at least for now,
changing with respect to her being needed by
her children. Barbara says she is not
depressed nor has she had any other kinds of
mental health issues. She has been in outpatient treatment for alcohol abuse several
years ago but feels that she does not have any
problems—she says she drinks “socially.”
Barbara gives superficial answers to lots of
questions and this sometimes seems to assist
her in evading topics she doesn’t want to
address. However, she also tends to look at
issues in her life and with her children in a
superficial manner, coming up with fast and
often unreliable “solutions” that may work for
one day. While she said Gregory is a “mean
drunk,” she also comes back to the idea that
he should come home to take care of “his
kids.”
Gregory: Gregory admits to a serious problem with alcohol, for which he has received
treatment a little over a year ago and was
sober for 10 months. He began drinking
again 4 months ago. He describes considerable stress and an intense desire to know if his
wife is having an affair. He believes she is,
and it is an over-riding issue for him which
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he discusses at length no matter what the
topic at hand is. Gregory knows he gets
“mean” when he drinks but states this has not
affected his relationship with Barbara or the
children and was not a factor in the incident
on 1/11. This is Gregory’s second marriage,
and he had a domestic violence charge against
him from his first marriage. He states that he
is not typically violent and that the incident
from the first marriage was a “misunderstanding,” where both he and his 1st wife were
drinking and both were violent, but he was
arrested. He says he has never been violent
with Barbara. However, they have had

extremely loud fights, including throwing
things around, due to Barbara’s late hours.
Gregory admits to being depressed and overwhelmed with the prospect that his marriage
is over. He believes Barbara will help him get
the current criminal charge of child abuse dismissed and let him come home—but only
because she needs him for child care. Gregory
said he has not had a drink since the 1/11
incident. However, as other topics were
raised, he talked about other nights since the
incident where he drank “to get to sleep.”
During the conversation, he smelled of alcohol, though did not appear to be intoxicated.
RETURN TO CHAPTER 6
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APPENDIX D

Examples of Conditions for Return
Conditions for return are the benchmarks for

the child to be safe with a sufficient, feasible

reunification. These benchmarks should
guide service provision, provide clarity for
caregivers, and help all parties focus on
whether safety can be achieved in the home,
not whether all treatment programs have
been completed or treatment goals have been
accomplished. Knowing why an in-home
safety plan could not work at the time of
removal suggests what circumstances must
change in order for the child to return home
with an in-home safety plan. Conditions for
return should be based on what is needed for

and sustainable in-home safety plan.

Samples of Conditions
for Return
The following list takes each of the threats of
danger and, using an assumption that an inhome safety plan was determined insufficient
due to lack of available and accessible
resources at the level needed, provides an
example of a condition for return. Complete
case information would, of course, be needed
to develop conditions for return.

Threat of Danger

Example of Threat and of Conditions for Return

No adult in the home is routinely performing
basic and essential parenting duties and responsibilities.

Mary impulsively leaves her child while she goes out with her friends; the 6 year-old is often alone
for several hours at a time.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible adult is in the home providing care and supervising Brittany all the time whenever
she is not in school.

• A plan for supervision by a suitable babysitter exists whenever Mary is away from the home.
One or both caregivers’ behavior is violent
and/or they are acting (behaving) dangerously.

Cindy lashes out at her 8 year-old son, Steve, hitting him uncontrollably with her fists and with
objects.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible person can be in the home at all times that Steve is home and prevent Cindy from
behaving violently and acting on her violent impulses.

• A specific plan is in place for Steve to be away from the home and Cindy at all times when a protective person is not in the home.

• Cindy does not interfere with care being provided by others.
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One or both caregivers’ behavior is dangerously
impulsive or they will not/cannot control their
behavior.

Greta is so depressed that she cannot provide basic care for her three children (7, 4, and 2); she is
lethargic; sleeps most of the time; refuses to take medication; cries and sobs; cannot keep the home
safe or hygienic.
Conditions for Return:

• One or more people (e.g., family members, volunteers, neighbors, or service providers) are available and accessible to assist in child care, supervision and protection as often and for as long as
necessary.

• A responsible person assures that the home is safe and clean.
• Greta follows the necessary medical regimen to treat her depression including routinely taking
her medication.
Caregivers’ perceptions of a child are extremely
negative.

Don hates his 12 year-old effeminate son, Sean. His tolerance is totally absent. He describes feeling
physically repulsed by the boy and attacks him.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible family member or professional is in the home or in contact with Don, his wife
Gladys and Sean several times a week to supervise and observe how Don is behaving toward
Sean and to monitor Don’s attitudes toward Sean.

• A responsible person is available to immediately remove Sean from the home whenever Don’s
attitudes are escalating into a physical confrontation.
The family does not have or use resources neces- Junior and Rita have moved several times due to eviction for not paying their rent. Rita has sold
their food stamps, resulting in their 2 children begging neighbors for food. The couple is mildly low
sary to assure a child’s basic needs.
functioning and makes poor choices about use of their money.
Conditions for Return:

• The family home is secure, Junior and Rita agree to pay their rent directly from their bank when
the monthly checks arrive.

• Junior and Rita agree to accept and follow home and financial management help as part of an inhome safety plan.

One or both caregivers are threatening to
severely harm a child or are fearful they will
maltreat the child or request placement.

Marsha is increasingly failing to cope with her newborn infant’s colic and fitful temperament.
Marsha’s lack of sleep and feelings of inadequacy as a parent are combining in ways that frighten
Marsha and lead her to having thoughts of hurting the baby or asking CPS to take the baby away.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible family member, or combination of volunteers, professionals are in the family home
every day and at all times to provide adequate supervision and care of the baby, as well as supervise all contact Marsha has with the baby.

• Marsha is able to recognize and discuss the combination of factors that culminated in her fearing
she might maltreat her baby, e.g., her lack of sleep, lack of information regarding colic, soothing
methods, isolation, self-doubt, etc.
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• Marsha demonstrates the ability to request and accept help from others for respite, support,
encouragement before the stressors combine to create a crisis.
One or both caregivers intend(ed) to seriously
hurt the child.

Beatrice burned her 13 month-old daughter, Phoebe, with a cigarette to teach her a lesson. Beatrice
believes that what she did was acceptable given how Phoebe is so stubborn.
Conditions for Return:

• Beatrice cannot be alone with Phoebe.
• A family member or other responsible adult must be in the home 24 hours a day when Beatrice
and Phoebe are together.

• A family member or other responsible adult in the home must actively observe the interaction
between Beatrice and Phoebe.

• Beatrice must recognize that what she did was wrong and a danger to Phoebe and openly and
believably show regret and remorse for the way she treated Phoebe.
One or both caregivers lack parenting knowledge, skills, and motivation necessary to assure
a child’s basic needs are met.

Bryan and Sheila are the 19 year-old parents of a newborn. Both adults are limited intellectually
and socially immature. They lack fundamental knowledge and skills needed in providing basic care
to the infant (i.e., food, clothing, protection). In addition to the basic care problems, they mishandle
the child and behave toward her like she is a doll.
Conditions for Return:

• A person with appropriate knowledge and skill to meet the basic care needs of Heather is present
in the home every day to help care for her.

• Bryan and Sheila agree to accept help in learning how to care for and physically handle the child.
• Bryan and Sheila demonstrate the ability to handle Heather gently, carefully and understand the
importance of doing so.
Caregivers largely reject CPS intervention; refuse
access to a child; or there is reason to believe
the caregivers may flee.

Fred is the father of two boys: 4 and 7. Both children were removed because of Fred’s failure to
provide medical care for their acute medical problems. Fred has a history of moving frequently and
has indicated that he will not let CPS run his life.
Conditions for Return:

• Fred has an established residence based on some standing commitment (such as a lease or mortgage).

• Fred’s employment is stable.
• Fred demonstrates genuine acceptance of his responsibility to provide a stable environment.
• Fred demonstrates a reliable pattern of contact with CPS by phone or in person weekly.
• Fred demonstrates openness to the implementation of an in-home safety plan and all of its components upon the return of the boys.
(Conditions for return regarding the children’s medical needs would be identified related to another
threat of danger.)
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Caregiver refusal and/or failure to meet a child’s
exceptional needs do/can result in severe consequences to the child.

Lydia has an acute breathing problem requiring constant and elaborate care including the use of
medical technology. Her mother, Sandy, is easily distracted; in denial about the medical problem;
and preoccupied with having fun.
Conditions for Return:

• A person with sufficient expertise is willing, available and present whenever needed at all hours
of day and night to make sure that Lydia receives necessary routine care for her medical condition.

• Sandy demonstrates support for Lydia receiving proper medical treatment by allowing others
access to her home to carry out the necessary caretaking.
The child’s living arrangements seriously endanger the child’s physical health.

The Radcliff’s have an 18 month-old and a 3 year-old. The home is overrun with pets, littered with
pet feces on the floor; contains rotting and spoiled food; has used diapers discarded on the floor;
trash is overflowing; plumbing is faulty and backing up; and is infested with insects.
Conditions for Return:

• The plumbing must be fixed and operating.
• All rooms must be clean and maintained at a level consistent with hygiene and safe conditions
for children these ages.

• The number of pets must be reduced in accordance with health codes and maintained in ways
that demonstrate that the pets will not cause health problems for the inhabitants of the house.

• Food must be properly stored, maintained and disposed of daily.
• The home must be sprayed for insects and have follow-up spraying at the frequency determined
by the health department.

• Parents will allow unscheduled weekly visits by CPS and others to oversee the conditions of the
house, and will demonstrate openness to these visits.

A child has serious physical injuries or serious
physical symptoms from maltreatment which
have immediate implications for intervention
and caregivers are unwilling or unable to
arrange or provide necessary care.

4 year old Carlotta’s retina was severely scratched when her mother, Suzan, lost control and hit her
with a belt buckle. While Carlotta was seen immediately by medical staff, her eye is not healing, but
is badly infected. Suzan is not using the eye drops nor is she taking Carlotta in for the twice weekly
appointments for follow up care. Doctors have told Suzan that Carlotta could lose her sight in this
eye without diligent treatment and medical monitoring.
Conditions for Return:

• Suzan agrees to allow in-home health care professionals to come and treat and monitor
Carlotta’s condition 4 times weekly.

• Suzan demonstrates the ability to administer drops and any other medical treatment needed, and
agrees to the monitoring of her follow through.

• Suzan can describe what must be done for Carlotta, why it is important, and the consequences
for Carlotta if it is not carried out.
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A child shows serious emotional symptoms
requiring immediate intervention and/or lacks
behavioral control that result in self-destructive
behavior or provoking dangerous reactions in
caregivers and caregivers are unwilling or unable
to arrange or provide necessary care.

Alex, age 10, is becoming more physically challenging and verbally abusive to his mother, Joan,
causing Alex’s step-father Bill to step in and throw Alex to the ground, hitting him with closed fists.
Joan is frightened to be around her son.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible person is in the home at all times Alex is present, and is immediately accessible if
unplanned circumstances result in Alex being in the home. The person has sufficient expertise to
prevent any escalating behavior between Alex and Bill, and will remove Alex immediately from
the situation before anything gets out of control.

• Alex’s medical and mental health are examined and any medications prescribed are taken regularly by Alex.

• Joan demonstrates an increased knowledge of Alex’s behavioral and emotional issues and experiences less fear of Alex even if she does not yet know how to manage his behavior.

• Bill demonstrates an increased knowledge of Alex’s behavioral and emotional issues and experiences less rage about Alex, even if he does not yet know how to manage Alex’s behavior.

• Bill demonstrates openness and an ability to allow another person to manage the situation
should Alex’s behavior escalate.

• Both Bill and Joan demonstrate that they want Alex home with them.
A child is profoundly fearful of the home situation or people within the home.

A.J. is noticeably deeply anxious about his father, Greg. A.J. is terrorized and made fun of by his
father, a gang member, and his father’s friends.
Conditions for Return:

• A responsible adult supervises and observes Greg’s caregiving.
• Greg does not entertain his friends at the family home.
• A.J. feels comfortable with the home situation and Greg and expresses no fear.

Caregivers cannot, will not or do not explain a
child’s injuries or threatening family conditions.

Sarah is 9 months old. She has an unexplained serious injury to her head. Doctors determine the
injury to be non accidental. Missy, the mother, has offered three different explanations for the injury,
none of which fit.
Conditions for Return:

• A suitable, trustworthy adult has primary responsibility for Sarah’s care in the home all the time.
• Missy is not left alone with Sarah.
• Missy works diligently with CPS to determine how Sarah was injured.
RETURN TO CHAPTER 7
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F R E Q U E N T LY A S K E D Q U E S T I O N S
ABOUT THIS GUIDE

What does this Guide do?
This Guide describes a methodical process,
using critical thinking, to make decisions
about child safety. This Guide can help a
judge or attorney use a sequential approach to
decision making.

Who is the audience?
The text emphasizes how judges may use this
process; the broader audience is anyone in the
legal community participating in decision
making, or who makes decisions about child
safety.

Is this process a new requirement by the
federal government?

The Guide may help a judge and child welfare
agency scrutinize its own child safety decision-making processes to ensure:
• its processes are consistent with ASFA
requirements for safety;
• its processes are consistent with the logic
and the sequential, critical thinking principles of decision making that are covered
here;
• its processes are implemented as intended.

In my community, we regard safety plans
as voluntary between the parents and the
child welfare agency. When safety plans
cannot be put in place, the agency takes
the case to court. How does this
approach differ?

No. The process is a way to help make decisions about child safety using logic and analysis rather than a form or formula.

An approach to child safety decision-making
should be consistent and logical. It should
build on principles of critical thinking, such
as not making a decision unless there is sufficient information. None of the methods for

My court and the child welfare agency in
my community already use a process to
make child safety decisions. Am I expected to use this approach instead?

thinking about safety, for analyzing what
should be done to keep a child safe is
dependent on the case being voluntary or
court involved. Obviously, there are times
when court jurisdiction cannot be obtained.
But the process of thinking through the
safety issues for a child should be the same
process, with the same standards and principles, whether the court is involved or not.

Most of the methods, examples, and definitions presented here reflect thinking by the
child welfare community. There is more
agreement among child welfare professionals
about child safety than disagreement.
Successfully applying the process is often the
more pervasive problem. The Guide’s thoroughness, identifying safety responsibilities
from the initial contact through case termination, reflects federal requirements (Adoption
and Safe Families Act or ASFA) regarding
child safety.
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What are the most important issues that
I can quickly look at to see if my own
process for making safety decisions is
consistent with the one in this Guide?
In particular, look at:
• Does your process build logically and
sequentially?
• Do you have a minimum standard for
information collection that is comprehensive enough to make good decisions?
• Do you use that information to make decisions or do you focus primarily on the allegation of maltreatment?
• Do you have clear definitions and consistent criteria for making safety decisions?
• Is safety confused with risk?
• Are safety plans confused with case or
treatment plans?
• Do you have any in-home safety plans? Is a
safety plan seen only as placement?
• Is reunification achieved when safety in the
home can be controlled, rather than when
all treatment issues are resolved?
• Does court jurisdiction terminate when the
children are safe?
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Is there help available to further explain
this Guide or how its ideas may be used in
my community?
Yes! Both of the Resource Centers who collaborated on this Guide are available to help
provide you with technical assistance.
Contact:
National Resource Center for Child
Protective Services
www.nrccps.org
National Child Welfare Resource Center on
Legal and Judicial Issues
www.abanet.org/child/rclji/

NOTES
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NRC
CPS

National Resource Center for
Child Protective Services

ABA Center on Children and the Law
740 15th Street NW
Washington, DC 20005
http://www.abanet.org/child

